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ABSTRACT
As the VLSI technology scales to the nanometer scale, power consumption has
become a critical design concern of VLSI circuits. Power gating and dynamic voltage
and frequency scaling (DVFS) are two eective power management techniques that
are widely utilized in modern chip designs. Various design challenges merge with
these power management techniques in nanometer VLSI circuits. For example, power
gating introduces unique power integrity issues and trade-os between switching noise
and rush current noise. Assuring power integrity and achieving power eciency are
two highly intertwined design challenges. In addition, these trade-os signicantly
vary with the supply voltage. It is dicult to use conventional power-gated power
delivery networks (PDNs) to fully meet the involved conicting design constraints
while maximizing power saving and minimizing supply noise. The DVFS controller
and the DC-DC power converter are two highly intertwining enablers for DVFS-based
systems. However, traditional DVFS techniques treat the design optimizations of the
two as separate tasks, giving rise to sub-optimal designs.
To address the above research challenges, we propose several circuit and system
level design optimization techniques in this dissertation. For power-gated PDN de-
signs, we propose systemic decoupling capacitor (decap) optimization strategies that
optimally trade-o between power integrity and leakage saving. First, new global de-
cap and re-routable decap design concepts are proposed to relax the tight interaction
between power integrity and leakage power saving of power-gated PDN at a single
supply voltage level. Furthermore, we propose to leverage re-routable decaps to pro-
vide exible decap allocation structures to better suit multiple supply voltage levels.
The proposed strategies are implemented in an automatic design ow for choosing
ii
optimal amount of local decaps, global decaps and re-routable decaps. The proposed
techniques signicantly increase leakage saving without jeopardizing power integrity.
The exible decap allocations enabled by re-routable decaps lead to optimal design
trade-os for PDNs operating with two supply voltage levels.
To improve the eectiveness of DVFS, we analyze the drawbacks of circuit-level
only and policy-level only optimizations and the promising opportunities resulted
from the cross-layer co-optimization of the DC-DC converter and online learning
based DVFS polices. We present a cross-layer approach that optimizes transition
time, area, energy overhead of the DC-DC converter along with key parameters of
an online learning DVFS controller. We systematically evaluate the benets of the
proposed co-optimization strategy based on several processor architectures, namely
single and dual-core processors and processors with DVFS and power gating. Our
results indicate that the co-optimization can introduce noticeable additional energy
saving without signicant performance degradation.
iii
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the VLSI technology scales down, power management has become a rst-order
design consideration for modern chip designs including high-performance processors,
embedded processors, and system-on-a-chips (SoCs). Various design issues appear
with power management techniques in modern VLSI designs.
CMOS technology scaling doubles the number of transistors in a chip every eigh-
teen months. As a cost, the power consumption of integrated circuits has dramat-
ically grown in the past decades. The power issue of VLSI circuits becomes more
critical as the technology scales down to nanometer scale. The power consump-
tion generates a large amount of heat that may increase the temperature of circuits.
Working under high temperature aects the reliability and performance of circuits.
Extra cooling system and cost are required in order to dissipate the heat. In addition,
battery life becomes one main concern of customers with the popularity of mobile
devices. The batteries of mobile devices would be exhausted quickly by high power
consumption. In order to control the power consumption, dierent power manage-
ment techniques are proposed. During these techniques, power gating and dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) are widely used in modern VLSI designs.
1.1 Power Management Techniques
The power consumption of an integrated circuit can be categorized into static
power and dynamic power. Power gating is used to reduce the static power while
DVFS is mainly used to control the dynamic power.
1
1.1.1 Power Gating
The static power (standby power) refers to the power consumed due to leakage
current when a CMOS circuit is in standby. The percentage of chips that is idle
or signicantly underclocked (dark silicon) increases as the VLSI process technology
scales down [3, 4]. Dark silicon is estimated to take up 20% of the chip area at the
22nm technology node and it will take up 50% at the 8nm node [5]. To this end,
leakage power management becomes increasingly important for modern IC designs.
Power gating is an eective solution to reduce the leakage consumption [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
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Figure 1.1: Typical structure and supply noises of power-gated PDNs. The switching
noise is due to switching currents of logic devices. The rush current noise is due to
rush currents created to charge up the decaps of a local grid that is woken up.
A typical power-gated power delivery network (PDN) is shown in Fig. 1.1. The
2
PDN is composed of an o-chip part and an on-chip part. The o-chip part includes
the model of the motherboard, package, and o-chip decoupling capacitors and par-
asitic inductances [11]. The on-chip part includes a global VDD grid, a global GND
grid and multiple local power-gated grids (power domains). Each local power grid
is connected to the global VDD grid through switchable sleep transistors. Hence, the
leakage power can be saved by turning o the sleep transistors. Such power delivery
networks have been widely adopted in multi-core chips and system-on-a-chips (SoCs)
to support the power gating of multiple power domains [7, 10].
Power integrity is a signicant concern in power-gated PDN designs. Two types
of supply noises exist in the power-gated PDNs: switching noise and rush current
(wake-up) noise as shown in Fig. 1.1. The switching noise is caused by switching
activities of logic cells. When time variant switching currents ow through o-chip
inductors and on-chip resistive grids, a voltage uctuation is introduced to the logic
cells. The rush current noise is a unique source of supply noise for power-gated
PDNs. It is due to the rush currents that are created to charge up the decoupling
capacitors in a local grid when it is woken up. The other active local grids suer the
voltage uctuation brought by the rush currents.
The primary design challenge of a power-gated PDN stems from the conicting
objectives of power integrity and power eciency. We summarize the key design
trade-os and typical design strategies in Fig. 1.2. The oval-shapes of the diagram
indicate the design concerns and the edges indicate the typical strategies. Switching
noise is typically suppressed by local decaps (LDs) that are connected between the
local grids and the global GND grid [12, 13, 14]. In this case, the suppressions of
switching noise and rush current noise contradict each other since local decaps are
the sources of rush current noise. Hence, it is hard to achieve the power integrity
by only using local decaps. Extending the turn-on time of the sleep local grid is a
3
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Figure 1.2: Design trade-os and typical strategies of power-gated PDNs with a
single supply voltage. The oval-shapes indicate the concerns of a PDN design. The
edges indicate the typical strategies to balance design concerns.
common strategy to suppress the rush current noise [15, 16, 17]. However, longer
turn-on time inevitably reduces energy saving, for there are fewer opportunities to
launch power gating. As a result, the leakage saving of power gating is limited by
the power integrity requirements.
Another critical problem of power-gated PDN design is the design trade-o varia-
tions under dierent supply voltages. Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) and Dynamic
Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) are widely applied to modern processors to
save the dynamic power consumption. These techniques provide dierent supply
voltages for a processor to operate at dierent operating points. The power-gated
PDN design trade-os between leakage saving and supply noises highly depend on
the supply voltages. On one hand, the leakage current of a VLSI circuit exponentially
decreases with the supply voltage (VDD). Hence, power gating at lower VDD requires
longer break even time to compensate its energy overhead. It means that there are
fewer opportunities to launch power gating at lower supply voltage. On the other
hand, both switching noise and rush current noise, when normalized with respect
to the nominal supply voltage, have a tendency to decrease with supply voltage. In
4
summary, leakage saving is the dominant design concern at lower VDD, while power
integrity is the dominant design concern at higher VDD. Fixed decap conguration
is a typical strategy of power-gated PDN designs [18]. As shown in Fig. 1.3, the
amount of local decaps are determined based on the switching noise at high VDD,
for it is the worst case of power integrity. However, this amount of local decaps is
overdesigned for the power integrity at low VDD since the switching noise decreases
with supply voltage [19]. Obviously, the decap conguration cannot be changed once
circuit design is completed. Hence, extending turn-on time becomes the only method
to suppress the rush current noise at low VDD. As a result, the leakage saving at low
VDD is restricted by the overdesigned decaps
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Figure 1.3: Design trade-os and typical strategies of a power-gated PDN with two
supply voltages. The oval-shapes indicate the concerns of a PDN design. The edges
indicate the typical strategies to balance the design concerns.
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1.1.2 Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS)
As an eective means of controlling power consumption, Dynamic Voltage and
Frequency Scaling (DVFS) has been widely adopted to reduce dynamic and static
power consumption [20, 7]. Supporting DVFS at the circuit level has been the subject
of many circuit design works [21, 22, 19]. At the system-level, many DVFS policies
have also been proposed to control power consumption by managing dierent operat-
ing points (voltage and frequency pairs) [23, 24]. Among these, online learning based
DVFS policies have been shown to be eective for reducing chip power consumption
[24].
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Figure 1.4: Typical structure of DVFS system that is composed of a circuit-level
DC-DC converter and a system-level DVFS controller.
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As shown in Fig. 1.4, a typical structure of DVFS is composed of a system-level
part and a circuit-level part. At the system level, a DVFS controller is designed
to balance energy consumption and performance delay by adapting to the temporal
variation of workloads. The DVFS controller evaluates the energy consumption and
the performance delay according to an evaluation model at the end of each operative
period. Based on the evaluation, the controller selects an operating point from the
working set through a control algorithm. At the circuit level, a DC-DC converter is
commonly used to provide the supply voltage of the selected operating point in the
following operative period.
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Figure 1.5: Design trade-os of DVFS at the system level and the circuit level.
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The design trade-os of DVFS at the system level and circuit level are illustrated
in Fig. 1.5. A DVFS controller can be optimized from three perspectives: operative
period, evaluation model and DVFS algorithm as shown in Fig. 1.5. The operative
period determines the grain of DVFS. Generally, shortening the operative period
allows the DVFS controller to better track workload variations and select more suit-
able operating points [25, 26]. The evaluation model is used to evaluate the energy
consumption and the performance delay of each operating point. Most of DVFS
evaluation models are based on CPU performance counters such as cache misses,
CPU usages or stall cycles [27, 28]. The accuracy of an evaluation model directly
inuences the performance of DVFS. A DVFS algorithm is the strategy of operat-
ing point selection. Dierent DVFS algorithms are proposed in the previous works
[25, 29, 30, 31]. Compared with other algorithms, online learning based algorithm is
more exible to track the workload variations. In this paper, our DVFS controller
adopts the online learning algorithm proposed in [24] to manage the operating points.
Nevertheless, optimizing the DVFS controller only may not necessarily lead to
the minimization of the total energy consumption. First, the system-level optimiza-
tion may increase the DC-DC converter's energy overhead. The ne-grained DVFS
requires that the DC-DC converter supports fast transition of output voltage as
shown in Fig. 1.5. However, shortening transition time may increase the DC-DC
converter's energy overhead at the circuit level. In addition, the operating points
selected by the DVFS policy may increase the power loss of the DC-DC converter.
The DC-DC converter's energy consumption varies with its output voltage, which
is well demonstrated by the power eciency measurements in [22]. Hence, the to-
tal energy consumption may increase even if the operating points reduce the energy
consumed by the CPU. Second, evaluation models that are commonly based on CPU
performance counters cannot reect the circuit-level energy consumption. As a re-
8
sult, a system-level optimization balances the CPU energy consumption and the
performance delay, but it may not optimize the total energy consumption. There-
fore, the optimizations of the DVFS controller and the DC-DC converter shall be
synergistically considered as two aspects of the same power problem.
1.2 Previous Works
As mentioned in the last section, dierent design issues appear with power gating
and DVFS. Some existing works are proposed to address these problems.
1.2.1 Previous Works of Power Gating
For power-gated PDN designs with single supply voltage, some existing works
propose solutions to deal with the conicting objectives of power integrity and power
eciency. Some works suppress the rush current noise through controlling the wake-
up process [15, 32, 33, 34, 16, 35]. Stepwise turning on of sleep transistors is used in
[15, 32] to suppress the rush current noise. The amount of rush current is controlled
through slowing down the charging process. In [33], the authors divided logic cells
into small power domains and skew the delay of sleep transistor drivers to avoid
simultaneously turning on the domains. Multiple wake-up phases are proposed in
[34]. The entire turning on process is partitioned into three stages. The turn-on
scheme reduces the rush current during its metastable period of operation, while
boosting the power supply rail when no short circuit current paths exist in the
logic. However, the entire turn-on time is extended and thereby the leakage saving
is reduced. Multiple sleep modes with dierent sleep depths are proposed in [16, 35].
Each sleep mode represents a trade-o between wake-up penalty and leakage saving
through controlling the steady state potential in the sleep mode. Although the turn-
on time of light sleep modes is shortened, the leakage saving of these modes is reduced
correspondingly. Generally, these methods sacrice parts of leakage saving to reduce
9
the rush current noise. Some other works take use of extra hardware to suppress the
rush current noise. The bypass power line and multi-size sleep transistors are used in
[17]. But it is not economic for core-level power gating since additional global power
networks is required to implement the bypass power line.
For power-gated PDN designs with multiple supply voltages, some works have
been devoted on power-gated PDN design and optimization with Vdd higher than
1V[17, 36]. A little has been done for power gating at ultra low supply voltage. In
[37], extra control circuits are proposed to suppress rush current noise in the sub-
1V region. However, the dierent design trade-os at higher supply voltages are
not considered. In [18, 24], DVFS and power gating are combined to reduce power
consumption. However, the power gating trade-os varying between operating points
are not considered.
1.2.2 Previous Works of DVFS
For most of DVFS designs, the circuit-level DC-DC converter and the system-
level DVFS policy are designed separately. Various DVFS policy are proposed in
[38, 39, 24, 40]. The objective of these works is to improve the DVFS controller to
better track the work loads and balance the processor energy consumption and the
performance delay. Dierent DC-DC converter designs are proposed in [41, 42, 43,
44, 45, 46, 22]. The objective of these works is to increase the energy eciency and
transition speed. However, separate designs lack the comprehensive consideration of
the entire system. In this case, even if the objectives are achieved for each level, the
entire DVFS system may still not reach the overall optimality.
Some existing works discuss the inuence of the DC-DC converters on DVFS
performance. A joint optimization of the DC-DC converter and computational core
is proposed in [47] to minimize the system energy. The core architecture is improved
10
to reduce the inuence of the DC-DC converter's power loss. However, the benet
is limited in the subthreshold region (low output voltage) and the inuence of the
system-level management policy is not considered. The authors of [48] propose a DC-
DC converter aware DVS approach, where a standard DVS algorithm is rst used
to determine the execution order of a set of tasks and the supply voltage for each
task. Given the schedule produced by the xed DVS algorithm, the authors optimize
the DC-DC converter to minimize the system energy based on an operating-point
dependent energy model of the DC-DC converter. The outcome of this circuit-level
optimization leads to revision of the supply voltages while the execution order and
the start time of each task are kept the same. In this approach, the system-level
DVS controller is xed and not jointly optimized with the supporting circuit. In
addition, this work does not specically target online learning based DVFS schemes
which may exhibit a stronger dependency on the underlying electrical characteristics
of the DC-DC converter.
As such, an interesting and practically relevant question to ask is that to what ex-
tent power management controller and DC-DC converter shall be jointly co-optimized
and what benet may be resulted from this cross-layer co-optimization. We attempt
to answer this question by investigating how the performances of online-learning
based the DVFS controller depend on the underlying DC-DC converter design.
1.3 Proposed Solutions
1.3.1 Proposed Solutions on Power Gating
In this dissertation, we employ both global decaps (GDs) and re-routable decaps
(RDs) to deal with the design problems associated with power-gated PDNs. Fig.
1.6 shows the PDN structure proposed in this work. Global decaps are allocated
between global VDD and GND grids. They are mainly used to suppress the rush
11
current noise by providing parts of charge required by local decaps. A re-routable
decap is connected to the local grid and the global VDD grid via two switches. Re-
routable decaps can work as local decaps or global decaps through controlling the
switches.
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Figure 1.6: Proposed structure of power-gated PDNs. Global decaps and re-routable
decaps are utilized in the proposed PDN structure.
For power-gated PDNs with single supply voltage, global decaps and re-routable
decaps are utilized to relax the tight interaction between power integrity and power
12
eciency. As shown in Fig. 1.7, global decaps and re-routable decaps provide meth-
ods to suppress rush current noise without sacricing the leakage saving.
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Figure 1.7: Proposed design strategies for power-gated PDN designs with a single
supply voltage. The oval-shapes indicate the concerns of a PDN design. The edges
indicate the strategies to balance design concerns. Black solid edges are the typical
strategies. Red dash edges are the strategies proposed in this paper.
For the power-gated PDN with multiple VDD, we use diverse decap congurations
to adapt to supply voltage as shown in Fig. 1.8. Re-routable decaps can act as local
decaps or global decaps through controlling the switches. Hence, we can provide
dierent decap congurations (LDs/GDs/RDs) for each VDD level through the uti-
lization of re-routable decaps. In this case, the design concerns (leakage saving and
power integrity) at dierent voltage levels can be optimized separately. Therefore,
the optimal design can be achieved for each supply voltage level.
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Figure 1.8: Proposed design strategies for power-gated PDN designs with multiple
supply voltages. The oval-shapes indicate the concerns of a PDN design. The edges
indicate the strategies to balance the design concerns. Black solid edges are the
typical strategies. Red dash edges are the strategies proposed in this paper.
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1.3.2 Proposed Solutions on DVFS
In this dissertation, we proceed by rst analyzing design trade-os at the circuit
level and the system level respectively. Then, the interaction between the DC-DC
converter design and the DVFS controller is studied. As an intermediate study, we
show that performing system-level policy optimization without considering circuit-
level design can lead to suboptimal power and performance trade-os. Finally, we
demonstrate the benet of cross-layer co-optimization of online-learning based the
DVFS controller and the DC-DC converter and develop a two-step design ow. In the
rst step, we optimize the design of DC-DC converter for power loss, output voltage
transition time, and area overhead. A pareto-optimal surface of the DC-DC converter
designs is created for the next step. In the second step, system-level simulation is
launched to generates a series of CPU usages based on the given DVFS operative
periods. The online learning DVFS controller generates a series of operating points
according to the CPU usages. Based on the operating points and the power loss
of the DC-DC converter, the total energy and execution time are calculated. The
global optimizer updates the results and tunes circuit-level converter designs to nd
the optimal DVFS policy and the optimal DC-DC converter design. The proposed
design strategy is evaluated based on single-core processors, dual-core processors
with global DVFS, and power-gated processors with DVFS respectively. Our study
shows that the co-optimization of DVFS policies and the DC-DC converter can lead
to noticeable additional energy saving without signicant performance degradation.
15
2. DECOUPLING STRATEGIES FOR POWER GATING
As stated in the last chapter, special design trade-os exit in power-gated power
delivery networks (PDNs). First, the trade-o between switching noise and rush cur-
rent noise determines the power integrity. The switching noise is mainly suppressed
by local decaps in typical PDN designs. But local decaps are the sources of rush
current noise at the same time. These two types of supply noises must be balanced
carefully in order to achieve the power integrity. Second, the trade-o between rush
current noise and power consumption limits the application of power gating. Rush
current noise is suppressed through extending turn-on time in typical power-gated
PDN designs. At the same time, long turn-on time increases the energy overhead
of power gating. Hence, the power gating application is restricted to long idle time.
Finally, for a power-gated PDNs with multiple supply voltages, the design concern
varies with the voltage levels. In this chapter, we use global decaps and re-routable
decaps to balance the trade-os between supply noises and energy saving of power-
gated PDNs. Diverse decap congurations are proposed to address the design issues
of the PDNs with multiple supply voltages.
2.1 Design of Power-Gated PDNs with Single Supply Voltage
In this section, we consider the design issues associated with power-gated PDNs
with single supply voltage. We rst discuss the design trade-os between power
integrity and power eciency. In order to balance the trade-os, local/global decap
Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from \Decoupling for power gating: Sources
of power noise and design strategies" by Tong Xu, Peng Li and Boyuan Yan, 2011. In Proceedings
of the 48th Design Automation Conf. (DAC), pages 1002 1007, Copyright[2011] by ACM.
Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from \Design and optimization of power gating
for DVFS applications" by Tong Xu and Peng Li, 2012. In 2012 13th International Symposium on
Quality Electronic Design, pages 391 397, Copyright[2012] by IEEE.
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strategy and local/global/re-routable decap strategy are proposed respectively.
2.1.1 Background
The typical structure of power-gated PDN is shown in 1.1. The PDN is composed
of an o-chip package and on-chip power grids. The o-chip package includes the
models of PCB and C4 bumps. The on-chip part includes a global VDD grid, a
global GND grid and multiple local power-gated grids (power domains). Each local
power grid is connected to the global VDD grid through switchable sleep transistors.
The power gating process is implemented through controlling the sleep transistors.
Fig. 2.1 presents the process of power gating. When the local grid is busy, sleep
transistors are turned on to supply the power for the local grid. The sleep transistors
are turned o as soon as the idle cycles start at t1. The supply voltage of the local
grid gradually falls to 0. When the idle cycles end at t2, the sleep transistors are
turned on. It takes time Ton = t3   t2 to wake up the local grid and recharge the
local decaps to VDD. After voltage recovery at t3, the local grid starts to work again.
The leakage consumption is saved through power gating during the power-o idle
cycles Tidle = t2   t1.
During the power process, the net energy saved by power gating is given as
Esave = Eleak   Eover; (2.1)
where Eleak is the leakage energy saved by power gating during Tidle and Eover is the
energy overhead of the power gating. The time point at which the leakage saving
compensates the energy overhead (Eleak = Eover) is the break even point tBEP . The
break even time is dened as TBE = tBEP   t1. If Tidle < TBE, the energy overhead
overwhelms the leakage saving and thereby the power gating should not be applied
to the idle time slot.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of power gating process. The sleep transistor is supposed to
be turned o as soon as the idle cycles arrive. tBEP is the break even point at which
the energy saving compensates the energy overhead (Eleak = Eover).
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Supply noises suppression is an important design concerns of power-gated PDNs.
Switching noise and rush current noise are the two types of supply noises appear
during the power gating process.
In typical power-gated PDN designs, local decaps are mainly used to suppress
the switching noise [12, 13, 14, 49, 50]. There works improve the eciency of on-
chip decaps from the perspective of distribution, material or structure. However,
the decaps are mainly allocated on local grids to suppress switching noise. They are
not eectively used to reduce rush current noise. In contrast, local decaps are the
sources of rush current noise during the process of wake up.
The rush current noise is typically suppressed through extending turn-on time Ton
[15, 32, 33, 34, 16, 17]. Stepwise wake-up techniques are proposed in [15, 32]. These
techniques turn on the sleep transistor in stepwise manners. The stepwise wake-up
process can be implemented in either by dynamically controlling the gate-to-source
voltage of a sleep transistor or by turning on only a portion of the sleep transistor at
one time. A local grid is slowly turned on until the drain-to-source voltage of sleep
transistors are signicantly reduced. Then the local grid is turned on completely
until the voltage recovers to VDD. The peak of rush current is controlled in safe
range by these techniques. In [33], the rush current is reduced through turning on
the local domains at dierent time. The logic cells are divided into small power
domains. The sleep transistors of these domains are driven by a driver tree. The
local domains are turned on at dierent time through slewing the delay of sleep
transistor drivers. Multiple wake-up phases are proposed in [34]. The entire turning
on process is partitioned into three stages. The turn-on scheme reduces the rush
current during its metastable period of operation, while boosting the power supply
rail when no short circuit current paths exist in the logic. However, the entire turn-
on time is extended and thereby the leakage saving is reduced. Multiple sleep modes
19
with dierent sleep depths are proposed in [16, 35]. In the detest sleep mode, the
local grid is completely turned o during idle time. For the other sleep modes, the
voltage of local grid falls to a certain level after power gating. In this case, a local
grid in light sleep mode can be waken up quickly with small rush current. Although
the rush current of light sleep modes is reduced, the leakage saving of these modes
is reduced correspondingly. Generally, these works suppress the rush current noise
through extending the turn-on time. However, long turn-on time may reduce the
opportunities of power gating and thereby reduce the leakage saving. In addition,
the performance delay is increased due to the long turn-on time.
In order to address these drawbacks, we analyze the design concerns and trade-os
systematically in the following section.
2.1.2 Design Concerns and Trade-Os
As discussed in the last section, power integrity and power eciency are the two
important design concerns of power-gated PDNs. In this section, we discuss the
trade-os among switching noise, rush current noise and energy saving.
2.1.2.1 Trade-O between Switching Noise and Rush Current Noise
Switching noise and rush current noise are the two types of supply noises associ-
ated with power-gated PDNs. The power integrity of logic devices depends on the
superposition of these two types of supply noises.
Switching noise appears when a local grid is powered on. As shown in Fig. 2.2, a
time variant switching current is created when a logic device is active. The voltage
of device uctuates as the switching current ows through the power grids. Logic
errors may happen under the inuence of voltage drop that is called as switching
noise. As shown in Fig. 2.3, the switching noise is composed of high-frequency and
mid-frequency components. The high-frequency component is due to the IR drop
20
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Figure 2.2: Switching noise of power-gated PDN. The switching noise appears when
the local grids are powered on. The switching noise is created by the switching
current of logic devices.
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caused by resistive power grids. While the mid-frequency component is due to the
resonance from the on-chip capacitance and the package inductance. Switching noise
is typically suppressed by local decaps that are connected between the local grids and
the global GND grid. First, local decaps can provide parts of the current required by
nearby switching devices. Hence, they are eective to suppress the high-frequency
component of switching noise. In addition, local decaps reduce the peak impendence
of the PDN through providing low impendence paths. Hence, they are eective to
suppress the mid-frequency component of switching noise as well.
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Figure 2.3: Components of switching noise. The high-frequency component is due
to the IR drop on resistive power grids. The mid-frequency component is due to the
resonance from the on-chip capacitance and the package inductance.
The rush current noise appears during the wake up process. The voltages of
local decaps fall to 0 after the local grid is turned o. In the wake up process, a
rush current is created to charge up the decaps in the local grid as shown in Fig.
2.4. The rush current ows through the power grids and decrease the voltage of the
power grid. Hence, the other active local grids may suer the rush current noise and
generate logic errors. It can be seen that local decaps are the primary sources of
rush current noise. Extending the turn-on time is a common method to reduce rush
22
current noise in typical PDN designs. Turn-on time is related with leakage saving
and performance delay that is discussed in the following section.
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Figure 2.4: Rush current noise of power-gated PDN. Rush current noise appears
during the wake up process. Rush current noise is due to the rush current created
to charge the local decaps.
2.1.2.2 Trade-O between Rush Current Noise, Energy and Performance
We introduce the process of power gating in Section 2.1.1. Power gating saves
the leakage consumption during the idle cycles Tidle = t2  t1 shown in Fig. 2.1. But
the benet obtained is at the cost of the performance delay and the energy overhead.
The total execution time for a single task without power gating is Tidle + Tbusy.
With power gating, the total execution time is extended to Tidle+Tbusy+Ton. There-
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fore, the turn-on time Ton is the performance delay of the power gating technique.
The energy overhead of power gating is given as
Eover = Ectrl + ELD + Eon; (2.2)
where Ectrl indicates the energy spent on sleep transistor controlling, ELD is the en-
ergy consumed to recharge the local decaps and Eon is the leakage energy consump-
tion during turn-on time Ton. The time during which the leakage saving compensates
the energy overhead (Eleak = Eover) is the break even time TBE. If Tidle < TBE, the
energy overhead overwhelms the leakage saving and thereby the power gating should
not be applied to the idle time slot. For example, the idle slot from t4 to t5 in Fig.
2.1 is too short to save energy through power gating. Hence, lots of leakage saving
opportunities are missed due to the energy overhead (Eover).
Turn-on time plays a key role in determining the trade-os between energy saving,
performance delay, and rush current noise. Shortening turn-on time reduces energy
overhead (Eon) and performance overhead (Ton). But, in order to reduce rush current
noise, turn-on time is increased so that LDs are charged slowly thereby reducing rush
current noise. An increase in turn-on time can eat into the leakage savings obtained
through power gating.
2.1.3 Proposed Local/Global Decap Strategy
As discussed previously, rush current noise is mainly suppressed by extending
the turn-on time. However, long turn-on time may reduce the power gating oppor-
tunities and increase the performance delay. In this section we propose local/global
decap strategy (LD&GD strategy) to further reduce supply noises especially the rush
current noise. A global decap is connected between the global VDD grid and the
global GND grid as shown in Fig. 2.5. With the utilization of global decaps, more
24
energy can be saved through shortening the turn-on time.
Figure 2.5: Structure of global decaps. Global decaps are allocated between the
global VDD grid and the global GND grid. The main utilization of global decaps
is to suppress rush current noise through providing parts of charging current during
the wake up of local grid.
2.1.3.1 Switching Noise Suppression
The LD&GD strategy utilizes both local decaps and global decaps to suppress
switching noise. Global decaps are able to suppress switching noise (both high- and
mid-frequency components), though they are not as ecient as equal amount of local
decaps.
The schematic layout and the top view of a typical PDN with a local decap is
shown in Fig. 2.6. The schematic layout is based on a real industrial processor
25
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Figure 2.6: The schematic layout and the top view of a typical PDN with a local
decap. Only the global VDD grid and the local grid are shown in the gure. The
global GND grid is not depicted in the gure.
design with standard cells. The local grids are implemented by horizontal metal
layer 1 (MH1) and vertical metal layer (MV ). The local decap is located in the same
row of the switching cell. The resistance between the local decap and the switching
cell is a short metal segment onMH1. Hence, the local decap can eectively suppress
the high-frequency component of switching noise due to the small RC delay.
The schematic layout of a global decap is shown in Fig. 2.7. The global grids
are composed of horizontal metal layer 2 (MH2) and vertical metal layer (MV ). MH1
and MH2 are connected by the cell of a sleep transistor. The resistance between the
global decap and the switching cell is composed of the resistance of global grid (metal
wires and vias), the equivalent resistance of the sleep transistor, and the resistance
of local grid (metal wires and vias). The high resistance path introduces a large RC
delay. Hence, the global decap is not as ecient as a local decap to suppress the
high-frequency switching noise.
Global decaps are also able to suppress the mid-frequency component of switching
26
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Figure 2.7: The schematic layout and the top view of a PDN with a sleep transistor
and a global decap. Only the global VDD grid and the local grid are shown in the
gure. The global GND grid is not depicted in the layout. Horizontal metal layer 1
and 2 are connected by a sleep transistor.
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Figure 2.8: On-chip decaps' inuence on circuit resonance at 45nm technology node.
(a) The circuit model for analysis. (b) Impedances of the chip with dierent amount
of local decaps and global decaps.
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noise. The mid-frequency switching noise is due to the resonance of the circuit that
can be measured in the circuit shown in Fig. 2.8(a). In this circuit, the DC supply
voltage of the circuit is shorted. All the current loadings are removed. Only one
AC current source is connected with the power grid. The amplitude of the current
source is 1A. In this case, the impedance looking from the current source is shown in
Fig. 2.8(b). We compare the impedance with local decaps and the impedance with
the same amount of global decaps. Both local decaps and global decaps are able
to suppress the peak of the resonance. However, the resonance reduction with local
decaps is more obvious than the one with the same amount of global decaps. This
is because the resistance between the local decaps and the current loading is much
smaller and thereby they can provide a lower impedance path.
Although global decaps have the ability to suppress the switching noise, they are
not as ecient as equal amount of local decaps. Therefore, local decaps are still the
main technique to suppress the switching noise in our proposed PDN design.
2.1.3.2 Rush Current Noise Suppression
When a local grid is turned on, a rush current is created to charge the local
decaps on that local grid. The local decaps include no-switching logic cells that act
as capacitors and decoupling capacitance cells. The rush current leads to voltage
drops in the global grid and the other active local grids. As a result, logic devices on
the other active local grids may generate logic errors due to the voltage drops (rush
current noise). The LD&GD Strategy takes use of global decaps to reduce the rush
current and thereby turn-on time can be further shortened to save more energy.
Extending the turn-on time Ton suppresses the noise by decreasing the peak of
rush current. Sleep transistors and the local decaps are modeled as the source of
the rush current as shown in the simple circuit example of Fig. 2.9(a). Rs is the
28
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Figure 2.9: Rush current noise suppression through extending turn-on time ton at
45nm technology node. (a) Simple circuit model with no global decap. Rs indicates
the equivalent resistance between the supply voltage and the sleep transistor. (b)
Voltage drop observed of global grid and the corresponding rush current.
equivalent resistance between the supply voltage and the sleep transistor. Isupply(t)
is the current provided by the supply voltage. Irush(t) is the rush current drawn by
the sleep transistor. In order to achieve the power integrity, the current provided by
the power supply must meet
Isupply(t)  Imax
=
r  VDD
Rs
; (2.3)
where Imax is the upper bound of Isupply without power integrity violation, r is the
ratio of the maximum tolerable rush current noise to the supply voltage. In a typical
PDN design, power supply is the only source to provide the rush current. Hence, we
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have
Irush(t) = Isupply(t): (2.4)
In this case, the turn-on time of the sleep transistor (Ton) must be long enough to
make sure the peak of the rush current Ipeakrush  Imax as shown in Fig. 2.9(b). The
voltage of the local grid/decap Vlocal takes longer time to recover to VDD since the
charging process is slowed down.
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Figure 2.10: Rush current noise suppression of global decaps. The technology node
is 45nm. (a) Simple circuit model with a global decap. Rs indicates the equivalent
resistance between the supply voltage and the sleep transistor. (b) Voltage drop
observed of global grid and the corresponding rush current.
To this end, without extending the turn-on time, global decaps can be used to
suppress the noise by reducing Isupply instead of Irush. As shown in Fig. 2.10(a), both
the power supply and the global decap are the sources to provide charging current.
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Hence, the rush current is given as
Irush(t) = Isupply(t) + Idecap(t); (2.5)
where Idecap(t) is the current provided by the global decap. With the charge from
the global decap, it is not necessary to slow down the charging process in order to
guarantee 2.3. Therefore, the voltage of the local grid can rise to VDD quickly.
The utilization of global decaps relaxes the constraint of turn-on time. The turn-
on time can be signicantly shortened since the rush current noise is reduced by the
global decaps.
2.1.3.3 Design Strategy
According to the analysis above, the impacts of local decaps (LDs), global decaps
(GDs), and turn-on time (Ton) on the design concerns are summarized in Tab. 2.1.
Based on these impacts, the LD&GD design strategy uses local decaps and global
decaps to suppress switching noise and rush current noise respectively. After the
power integrity specication is met, turn-on time is further shortened to apply power
gating for shorter idle time, reduce the energy overhead and thereby save more
leakage power.
Table 2.1: Impacts of On-Chip Decaps and Turn-on Time on Design Concerns
Design
Option
Switching
Noise
Rush Current
Noise
Power Gating
Opportunities
Energy
Overhead
Execution
Time
LD Insertion # " # "  
GD Insertion & #      
Ton Shortening   " " # #
"increase #decrease &slightly decrease  no change
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The power integrity specication may be specied as follows. First, total supply
noise (superposition of switching noise and rush current noise) should be smaller
than the maximum tolerable voltage drop. Second, switching noise and rush current
noise should be respectively smaller then their own tolerance. In practice, one may
set up a tighter tolerance for one of the two noises, say, rush current noise, as it
may lead to an overall smaller budget for decoupling capacitance. In practice, the
total decaps budget is limited due to xed on-chip white space. Therefore, the total
supply noise and each type of noises is tuned by the proportion between local decaps
and global decaps. In Fig. 2.11, the total decap budget (100nf) is divided into local
decaps and global decaps. Rush current noise is reduced though increasing the ratio
of GDs to LDs, while switching noise is reduced by decreasing the ratio.
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Figure 2.11: Trade-o between switching noise and rush current noise. The power-
gated PDN utilized for simulation is shown in Fig. 1.6. Total decap budget (100nf)
is divided into local decaps and global decaps. Local decaps and global decaps
are uniformly distributed on local grids or global grids. The switching devices are
modeled as triangular current sources [1]. Turn-on time is 1000ns. The technology
node is 45nm.
Besides the decap conguration, turn-on time is another design parameter that
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determines the total supply noise. As shown in Fig. 2.12, with the use of global
decaps, the proposed LD&GD Strategy is to exploit an optimal split between LDs
and GDs for a given total decap budget to adjust the ratio between rush current
noise and switching noise and maximize the overall power integrity.
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Figure 2.12: Total supply noise is controlled though the LD&GD design strategy.
Total decap budget (100nf) is divided into local decaps and global decaps. Local
decaps and global decaps are uniformly distributed on local grids or global grids.
The switching devices are modeled as triangular current sources [1]. The technology
node is 45nm.
The drawback of LD&GD design strategy is that a large amount of global decaps
is needed. Assume that the maximum tolerable voltage droop is 0:1VDD, the total
charge to re-charge the local decaps is given by
Qrush = 0:9VDDClocal; (2.6)
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where Clocal is the amount of local decaps. If all the charge is provided by the global
decaps, we need approximately
Cglobal =
Qrush
0:1VDD
= 9Clocal: (2.7)
In most of the cases, it is hard to meet this requirement of global decaps.
2.1.4 Proposed Local/Global/Re-Routable Decap Strategy
As discussed in the previous section, large amounts of decaps are needed in or-
der to achieve a short turn-on time. It can be very hard to nd a feasible decap
conguration when the decap budget is very limited. To deal with this problem, we
propose the Local/Global/Re-routable Decap Strategy (LD&GD&RD strategy) that
uses re-routable decaps (RDs), a new design concept proposed in our recent work
[36], to further relax the tight interaction between power integrity and power leakage
saving.
2.1.4.1 Structure and Functions of Re-Routable Decaps
The structure of re-routable decaps is shown in Fig. 2.13. Re-routable decaps
are essentially programmable decoupling devices. For each re-routable decap, two
switches SL and SR are used to control the decap routing. The functionalities of
re-routable decaps are described below.
Function 1
The rst function of a re-routable decap is to act as a local decap for its own local
grid as shown in Fig. 2.13. When the local grid is active, SR is o and SL is on. The
re-routable decap is connected to local grids as a local decap to suppress switching
noise. The equivalent resistance of SL can impact the eciency of a re-routable
decap to suppress switching noise. Next section discusses design requirements for SL
34
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Figure 2.13: Re-routable decap Function 1: when the local grid is active, the re-
routable decap acts as a local decap to suppress the switching noise of its own power
domain.
Function 2
The second function of re-routable decap is to act as a global decap and preserve
the charge on itself as shown in Fig. 2.14. When local grid A goes to sleep, SL
is turned o and SR is turned on. The re-routable decap is routed to the global
VDD grid. During this time, it acts as a global decap that aids in suppressing
both switching noise on global grid and rush current noise on neighboring local grids
For example, local grid B creates rush current during its wake up process. The rush
current brings rush current noise to active local grid C and D. The re-routable decap
provides current required by local grid B and thereby reduces the rush current noise
of C and D. Most of the charge on re-routable decaps is preserved by the global VDD
grid. Hence, when the re-routable decap is routed back to local grid A (Function
35
1), it creates much less rush current noise than a local decap during A's wake up
process. As a result, the rush current noise created by local grid A is signicantly
reduced.
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Figure 2.14: Re-routable decap Function 2: when the local grid is turned o, the
re-routable decap is routed to the global VDD grid. It acts as a global decap to
suppress the supply noises of other local domains. In addition, the signicant charge
on re-routable decap is preserved by the global grid.
A special case is that the power integrity specication of a local grid can be met
by GDs and its own LDs and RDs. In this case, it is not necessary to have re-
routable decaps work as global decaps to suppress the supply noises of other active
local grids. Hence, SR is only used to preserve charge on the re-routable decap.
Since only leakage current ows through SR, it can be made small to reduce the area
overhead.
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Figure 2.15: Re-routable decap Function 3: when the local grid is turned o, the
re-routable decap is routed to the other active local grids. It acts as a local decap to
suppress the switching noises of other local domains.
Function 3
Another function of re-routable decap is to act as a local decap of an active local
grid as shown in Fig. 2.15. When local grid A goes to sleep, SL is turned o and SR
is turned on. The re-routable decap is routed to active local grid B. It acts as a local
decap to suppress the switching noise of local grid B. This function can be used for
workload variations. For example, the workloads are assigned to local domain A and
B. The workloads of B may increase after A is turned o. In this case, local domain
B need more local decaps to suppress the additional switching noise.
In this dissertation, we focus on the applications of Function 1 and 2.
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2.1.4.2 Advantages of Re-Routable Decaps
We summarize and compare dierent types of on-chip decaps in Tab. 2.2. Re-
routable decaps avoid the disadvantages of LDs and GDs. First, re-routable decaps
are more ecient than global decaps to suppress the switching noise. Compared
with global decaps, re-routable decaps are allocated on the same metal layer of the
switching cells. Hence, they are closer to the sources of switching noise than global
decaps. Second, re-routable decaps reduce rush current and energy overhead of
power gating. The charge of a re-routable decap is preserved by the global VDD
grid. Hence, they require little charge during the wake up process. This means
turn-on time can be shortened and leakage energy consumed during wake up Eton is
reduced. By replacing parts of LDs with RDs, the energy overhead ELD is decreased.
Therefore, the total energy overhead of power gating Eover is signicantly reduced.
Compared with same amount of LDs or GDs, re-routable decaps occupy more on-chip
area due to switches SL and SR.
Table 2.2: Comparison among Three Types of On-Chip Decaps
Type
Switching Noise
Suppression
Rush Current Noise
Suppression
Energy
Overhead
Area
Overhead
LDs Excellent Negative
p  
GDs Poor Good    
RDs Good Excellent   p
2.1.4.3 Design Strategy
The LD&GD&RD Strategy exploits re-routable decaps to reduce rush current
noise and the energy overhead. Two design issues emerge with this strategy: alloca-
tion of re-routable decaps and the size of the SL and SR switches
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Allocation of Re-Routable Decaps
Unlike typical on-chip decaps, re-routable decaps are reused by more than one
local grids. On one hand, a re-routable decap acts as a local decap to suppress the
switching noise of its own power domain. On the other hand, when the local grid is
turned o, it acts as a global decap to suppress supply noises of other power grids.
Hence, the allocation of re-routable decaps should consider both of these cases.
	


(a)

	

(b)
Figure 2.16: Two dierent allocations of re-routable decaps: (a) distributed alloca-
tion; (b) clustered allocation.
Re-routable decaps can be allocated in two dierent ways. The rst one is dis-
tributed allocation. As shown in Fig. 2.16(a), re-routable decaps are uniformly
distributed on local grid A. The other one is clustered allocation that is shown in
Fig. 2.16(b). Re-routable decaps are densely located at the boundaries of local grid
A. The advantages and disadvantages of each allocation are discussed as follows.
Distributed allocation is advantageous to suppress switching noise. The resis-
tance between a re-routable decap and a switching cell determines the eciency of
switching noise suppression. Through distributed allocation, re-routable decaps are
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Figure 2.17: Switching noise suppression of re-routable decaps with dierent allo-
cations. The simulations are based on the PDN model shown in Fig. 1.6. Only
re-routable decaps are utilized in the circuit (no local decap or global decap). The
amount of RDs is taken as a tuning parameter. The switching noises of the circuit
with dierent amounts of RDs are monitored. The technology node is 45nm. (a)
Distributed allocation of re-routable decaps. (b) Clustered allocation of re-routable
decaps. (c) Switching noises with dierent re-routable decaps allocation.
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located among the switching cells of local grid A as shown in Fig. 2.17(a). Hence,
the switching noise of each switching cell is suppressed by the re-routable decaps
nearby. In contrast, the re-routable decaps are located along the boundaries of local
grid A in clustered allocation as shown in Fig. 2.17(b). Since they are allocated
far away from most of the switching cells, large resistance weakens the suppression
of switching noise. As shown in Fig. 2.17(c), the switching noise under distributed
allocation is smaller than the one under clustered allocation with same amount of
re-routable decaps. It indicates that RDs in distributed allocation are more ecient
than the ones in clustered allocation to suppress switching noise.
On the other hand, clustered allocation has an advantage over distributed allo-
cation to suppress rush current noise. When a local grid is turned o, its re-routable
decaps are routed to the global VDD grid. As shown in Fig. 2.18(a) and 2.18(b),
local grid A is turned o and the re-routable decaps of A act as global decaps to
suppress the rush current noises of other active local grids (C and D). The noise
is due to the rush current created by local grid B during its wake up process. For
distributed allocation in Fig. 2.18(a), re-routable decaps are allocated far away from
local grid B that is the source of rush current. Hence, such kind of allocation is
disadvantageous to the suppression of rush current noise. In contrast, re-routable
decaps are allocated along the boundaries of local grid A under clustered allocation.
When the re-routable decaps are routed to the global grid, they are closer to local
grid B than distributed allocation and thereby more current can be provided by these
re-routable decaps. As shown in Fig. 2.18(c), with the same amount of re-routable
decaps, clustered allocation is more ecient to suppress rush current noise.
As discussed above, a re-routable decaps is reused to suppress switching noise
(own local grid) and to suppress rush current noise (other local grids) at dierent
time. In order to enhance the eciency, distributed allocation and clustered al-
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Figure 2.18: Rush noise suppression of re-routable decaps with dierent allocations.
The PDN model is shown in Fig. 1.6. Only local decaps and re-routable decaps
are utilized in the circuit (no global decap). The amount of local decaps allocated
in each local domain is 25nf. Re-routable decaps are only allocated in local grid A.
The technology node is 45nm. (a) Distributed allocation of re-routable decaps on
local grid A. (b) Clustered allocation of re-routable decaps on local grid A. (c) Rush
current noises with dierent allocations.
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location can be utilized together. We divide re-routable decaps into two groups.
Re-routable decaps of the rst group are uniformly distributed on the local grid to
improve the eciency of switching noise suppression. Re-routable decaps of the sec-
ond group are allocated at local grid boundaries to improve the eciency of rush
current noise suppression. In order to determine the RD amount of each group, we
propose a simulation based optimization ow that is discussed in Section 2.1.5.
For the special case discussed in Section 2.1.4.1, re-routable decaps are only used
to preserve charge when the local grid is turned o. In this case, re-routable decaps
are not used to suppress the rush current noises introduced by other local grids.
Therefore, all the re-routable decaps can be allocated through distributed allocation.
Sizes of Switch SL and SR
Switch SL connects a re-routable decap with a local grid. It determines the charge
that can be provided by the re-routable decap for switching noise suppression. The
size of SL is constrained by two issues: area overhead and capacitance overhead. The
area overhead is due to the addition of switch that is given by
A0 =
Area of SL
Area of decap
:
The capacitance overhead is another constraint of SL. The series resistance of SL
reduces the eciency of capacitance. Due to reduced eciency, more capacitance
is required to meet the power integrity requirement if we replace local decaps with
re-routable decaps. The capacitance overhead is given by
C0 =
capacitance of RD
equivalent capacitance of LD
:
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Fig. 2.19 shows capacitance overhead and switch area overhead of the re-routable
decaps required to reduce switching noise to 10% VDD. As the width of SL increases,
the area overhead increases while the capacitance overhead decreases. In Section
2.1.5, we propose simulation based design optimization to determine the width of SL
in order to balance between capacitance overhead and area overhead.
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Figure 2.19: Capacitance overhead and switch area overhead of the re-routable de-
caps required to reduce switching noise to tolerable value. The maximum tolerable
switching noise is 10% of VDD. The circuit model is shown in Fig. 1.1. Only re-
routable decaps are utilized in the circuit (no local decaps or global decaps). The
re-routable decaps are allocated through distributed allocation. The technology node
is 45nm.
Similar issues should be considered in the design of switch SR. On one hand,
the size of SR should be large enough to suppress the rush current noise introduced
by other local grids. On the other hand, the area overhead of the switch should be
controlled to save limited on-chip white space.
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2.1.5 Optimization Flow
In this section, we propose a simulation based optimization ow to design a power-
gated PDN with single supply voltage automatically. Global decaps, local decaps,
re-routable decaps and the turn-on time are taken as design parameters. Supply
noises, leakage saving and area overhead are taken as components of the objective
function. The simulation ow is proposed as shown in Fig. 2.20 to implement the
LD&GD&RD Strategy that is discussed in Section 2.1.4.
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Figure 2.20: Simulation based optimization ow for PDN design with single supply
voltage.
The design parameters of the strategy include the amount of LDs, GDs, and RDs
in distributed allocation, RDs in clustered allocation, turn-on time, and total width
of SL and SR. These design parameters are constrained as follows. The descriptions
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Table 2.3: Design Parameters of Power-Gated PDN with Single Supply Voltage
VS maximum switching noise
VR maximum rush current noise
P leakage power consumption
A area overhead of the re-routable decaps' switches
Cl amount of local decaps
Cg amount of global decaps
Crd amount of re-routable decaps in distributed allocation
Crc amount of re-routable decaps in clustered allocation
Ctot total on-chip decap budget
WL total width of switch SL
WR total width of switch SL
Wm maximum width of re-routable decaps
of related parameters are listed in Tab. 2.3.
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Cg + Cl + Crd + Crc  Ctot
WL +WG  Wm
Cg; Cl; Crd; Crc;WL;WG  0
(2.8)
Two circuit models (SN and RN) are provided for the simulation. These two
models share the same PDN structure. In model SN , all local grids are active. In
model RN , only one local grid is active while the other local grids are asleep or waking
up. Based on the design parameters selected from the design space and model SN ,
the maximum switching noise (VS) can be obtained from the circuit simulation. The
maximum rush current noise (VR) and leakage consumption (P ) can be obtained
from the simulation of model RN . The area overhead (A) of re-routable decaps'
switches is estimated based on the total width of SL and SG.
Based on VS, VR, P , and A, the optimizer evaluates the current design through
an objective function and tune the parameters to improve the design for the next
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iteration. The objective function is given as
min f = fs(Vs) + fr(Vr) + fp(P ) + fa(A); (2.9)
where fs and fr are respectively the penalty functions of switching noise and rush
current noise, fp is the penalty function of leakage power consumption, and fa is the
penalty function of switch area overhead. The optimization ow is not restricted to
any specic objective function but can use any generic function of Vs, Vr, P , and A.
The formulation of each penalty function can be selected by designers.
2.1.6 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the experimental results of the power-gated PDN
design with single supply voltage.
The settings of the experiments are listed in Tab. 2.4. The interface of the
optimizer and the optimization ow are implemented in C++. The package model
parameters are from [11]. The power grids including four local grids are generated
according to IBM power grid benchmarks [51].
Table 2.4: Experimental Setting of Power-Gated PDN with Single Supply Voltage
Single supply voltage 1V
Technology node 45nm
Average power 12W
On-chip Decap budget (Ctot) 100nf
Maximum RD switch overhead(Wm) 1000m
Maximum tolerable switching noise 9.5% of VDD
Maximum tolerable rush current noise 0.5% of VDD
Number of power domains 4
Size of PDN 120K Nodes
Circuit simulator HSPICE C-2009-0.9
Optimizer APPSPACK [52]
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Figure 2.21: Simulation models for optimization ow. (a) Model for switching noise
simulation. (b) Model for rush current noise simulation.
The models used for simulation is shown in Fig. 2.21. The PDN structure includes
4 local grids. For the simulation of switching noise, all the local grids are active. For
the simulation of rush current noise, local grid A is asleep, local grid D is active,
local grids B and C are turning on.
We compare three dierent design strategies: LD only strategy, LD&GD strategy
and LD&GD&RD strategy. For the LD only strategy, only local decaps are utilized in
the PDN design. For the LD&GD strategy, both local decaps and global decaps are
utilized. For the LD&GD&RD strategy, local decaps, global decaps and re-routable
decaps are all used.
For the LD only strategy, rush current noise is mainly suppressed through extend-
ing the turn-on time. In Fig. 2.22(a), all designs meet the requirement of switching
noise suppression (9.5% of VDD). In order to reduce the rush current noise to 0.5%
of VDD, turn-on time has to be extended to 1000ns. Since turn-on time determines
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the opportunities of power gating, leakage saving is restricted by rush current noise.
As shown in Fig. 2.22(b), rush current noise dramatically increases as more leakage
is saved. In this gure, the leakage saving is normalized to the leakage power con-
sumption without power gating. Therefore, the LD only strategy has limited leakage
saving due to the tight interaction between rush current noise and leakage saving.
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Figure 2.22: Rush current noise and leakage saving through the LD only strategy.
Switching noise is reduced to 9.5% of VDD. (a) Rush current suppression fully de-
pends on extending turn-on time. (b) The interaction between leakage saving and
rush current noise. Leakage saving is restricted by rush current noise. The leakage
saving is normalized to the leakage power consumed without power gating.
For the LD&GD strategy, global decaps are used to suppress the rush current
noise. Fig. 2.23(a) shows how rush current noise is inuenced by turn-on time and
the amount of global decaps. In this experiment, the switching noise is reduced to
9.5% of VDD. The gray zone in the gure covers all feasible designs of which rush
current noises are under 0.5% of VDD. Compared with the LD only strategy, the
feasible designs provided by the LD&GD strategy have shorter turn-on time. This is
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because the constraint of turn-on time is relaxed by global decaps. As shown in Fig.
2.23(b), the interaction between leakage saving and rush current noise is relaxed by
global decaps. In other words, the LD&GD strategy can save more leakage power
than the LD only strategy upon the same specication of supply noises.
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Figure 2.23: Rush current noise and leakage saving through the LD&GD strategy.
Switching noise is reduced to 9.5% of VDD. (a) Rush current noise is suppressed
by both turn-on time and global decaps. The gray zone in Fig. 2.23(a) covers the
designs with rush current noise under 0.5% of VDD. (b) Global decaps relax the
interaction between leakage saving and rush current noise.
The LD&GD&RD Strategy exploits re-routable decaps to further reduce rush
current noise. Fig. 2.24 shows rush current noise and leakage saving of the PDN
designs under the LD&GD&RD strategy. In this experiment, only re-routable decaps
and local decaps are used. Compared with the LD&GD strategy, the zone of feasible
designs in Fig. 2.24(a) obviously extends. It indicates that re-routable decaps are
more ecient to suppress rush current noise than the same amount of global decaps.
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Fig. 2.24(b) shows that the interaction between leakage saving and rush current
noise is further relaxed by the utilization of re-routable decaps.
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Figure 2.24: Rush current noise and leakage saving through the LD&GD&RD strat-
egy. No GD is used in order to evaluate the inuence of re-routable decaps. Switching
noise is reduced to 9.5% of VDD. (a) Rush current noise is suppressed by both turn-
on and re-routable decaps. The gray zone covers the designs whose rush current
noises are under 0.5% of VDD. (b) Re-routable decaps obviously relax the interaction
between leakage saving and rush current noise.
Fig. 2.25(a) presents the optimized supply noises obtained from the LD only
strategy, the LD&GD strategy and the LD&GD&RD strategy. Supply noises are
important design concerns of a PDN design. The three strategies have similar per-
formance of supply noises suppression. The maximum tolerable switching noise and
rush current noise are respectively set as 9.5% and 0.5% as listed in Tab. 2.4. All
the three strategies meet that specication of supply noises.
Fig. 2.25(b) and 2.25(c) respectively show the leakage saving and performance
delay of optimization results obtained from the three strategies. The leakage saving
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Figure 2.25: Comparison of optimization results obtained from the LD only strategy,
the LD&GD strategy and the LD&GD&RD strategy. (a) Comparison of supply
noises. (b) Comparison of normalized leakage savings. The leakage savings through
dierent design strategies are normalized to the leakage consumption without power
gating. (c) Comparison of normalized performance delays. The performance delays
through dierent design strategies are normalized to the execution time without
power gating.
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is normalized to the total leakage consumption of the PDN design without power
gating. The performance delay is normalized to the total execution time without
power gating. The LD only strategy has no other means but extending the turn-on
time to suppress the rush current noise. Turn-on time of the LD only strategy is
extended long enough in order to meet the specication of rush current noise. Power
gating with long turn-on time cannot be applied to short idle intervals that take up
a large proportion of idle time. As a result, the normalized leakage saving of the LD
only strategy achieves 60%. On the other hand, long turn-on time leads to a long
delay of each power gating. Therefore, the performance delay is about 11% of the
total execution time without power gating.
The LD&GD Strategy relaxes the interaction between rush current noise and
turn-on time through the utilization of global decaps. Hence, the normalized leakage
saving increases to 70% and the performance delay is reduced to 8.5%.
For the LD&GD&RD strategy, re-routable decaps are exploited to further reduce
the rush current noise. Compared with global decaps, re-routable decaps are more
ecient to suppress the rush current noise. In this case, the turn-on time can be
signicantly reduced. As a result, the tight interaction between the rush current
noise and the leakage saving is relaxed by the re-routable decaps. In this case, this
strategy saves about 80% leakage consumption that is the most leakage saving among
the three strategies. The performance delay is reduced to 6.1%.
As shown in Tab. 2.5, the total decap budget (100nf) is not fully utilized in the
design obtained though the LD only strategy. It is because that increasing local
decap may lead to soaring rush current noise. Hence, the decap area only takes up
70% of the area of decap budget (100nf). However, this area saving is at the cost
of leakage saving. The decap budget is fully used for both LD&GD strategy and
LD&GD&RD strategy. This is because that they both have an eective mechanism
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Table 2.5: Comparison among Three Design Strategies of Power-Gated PDN with
Single Supply Voltage
Strategy LD only LD&GD LD&GD&RD
Decap Budget(nf) 100 100 100
Local Decap(nf) 70 45 39
Global Decap(nf) 0 55 49
RD in distributed allocation (nf) 0 0 7
RD in clustered allocation (nf) 0 0 5
Switching Noise(mV) 95.3 97.1 97.3
Rush Current Noise(mV) 4.9 4.5 4.9
Total Supply Noise(mV) 100.2 101.6 102.2
Turn-on Time(ns) 1150 800 450
Leakage Saving1 60.0% 69.3% 79.8%
Performance Delay2 12.1% 8.5% 6.1%
Decap Area3 70% 100% 103%
1 normalized to the leakage power consumed without power gating;
2 normalized to the execution time without power gating;
3 normalized to the area of total decap budget (100nf).
(GDs or RDs) to suppress rush current noise. Compared with the LD&GD strategy,
the LD&GD&RD strategy consumes 3% more area. This area overhead is due to the
switches of re-routable decaps. More details about these three design strategies are
listed in Tab. 2.5.
2.1.7 Summary
In this section, two decoupling strategies are proposed to address the interaction
between power integrity and power eciency. Compared with existing power-gated
PDN design works, we utilize global decaps and re-routable decaps to suppress rush
current noise. These decoupling strategies relax the interaction between turn-on time
and rush current noise. Hence, more leakage can be saved through shortening the
turn-on time. In addition, our proposed strategies provide methods to balance be-
tween switching noise and rush current noise. A simulation-based optimization ow
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is proposed to design PDNs with proposed strategies. The experimental results have
shown that leakage saving is increased by 30% based upon the proposed methodology
compared with conventional PDN design with single supply voltage.
2.2 Design Power-Gated PDNs with Multiple Supply Voltages
As discussed in the last section, the trade-os between power integrity and power
eciency exit in power-gated PDN designs. These trade-os vary with the supply
voltage signicantly. Hence, it is more dicult to meet the design concerns of power-
gated PDNs with multiple supply voltages. In this section, we take the a power-gated
PDN design with two supply voltages as an example to discuss the challenge and
propose a exible decoupling strategy.
2.2.1 Background
As CMOS technology scales down, dynamic power consumption of VLSI circuits
becomes a signicant challenge. More and more systems are operated according to
tasks' workloads or priorities. For example, a processor is supposed to operate at
highest frequency to process critical tasks while it may slow down to process other
non-critical tasks. In this case, the dynamic power consumption (CV 2ddf) can be
signicantly saved though linearly reduction in the supply voltage and operating fre-
quency [53]. Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) or dynamic voltage and frequency scal-
ing (DVFS) are widely applied to modern processors to provide dierent operating
points. Multiple supply voltages are required to implement these power management
techniques. Power gating can be combined with DVS or DVFS to further reduce the
static power dissipation at each operating point [7, 54].
However, the designs of power-gated PDNs with multiple supply voltage are very
complex. First, as discussed in the last section, trade-os among switching noise,
rush current noise, and energy saving exit at each supply voltage level. The power
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integrity and power eciency requirements must be met at each operating point.
Second, the design trade-os vary with the supply voltage. For higher VDD, power
integrity is harder to achieve. Hence, power integrity is more important at higher
voltage level. For lower VDD, the break even time of power gating becomes longer
and thereby energy saving is the dominant design concern. Most of existing works
rarely consider the trade-o variation problem. The typical design solution is to
design the PDN for the worst case. For example, the supply noises increase with the
supply voltage. Hence, the decaps are allocated to meet power integrity requirement
at higher VDD level. However, this conguration is pessimistic for the power integrity
condition at lower VDD.
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(b)
Figure 2.26: Structures of sleep transistors. (a) High-threshold sleep transistor. (b)
Stacked low threshold voltage sleep transistor.
In order to address these problems, we analyze the power-gated PDNs with mul-
tiple supply voltages in this section. The PDN model used in this section is a little
dierent to the one discussed in the last section. First, the DC voltage source can
provide two voltage values (1V and 0.6V). Second, the structure of sleep transistor
is changed. The power-gated power delivery networks (PDNs) with supply volt-
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age higher than 1V are usually implemented by multi-threshold CMOS (MTCOMS)
[55, 14]. As shown in Fig. 2.26(a), the logic cells are implemented by low-threshold
CMOS to reduce delay and sleep transistor is implemented by high-threshold CMOS
to reduce leakage. However, MTCOMS structure cannot be applied to sub-1V VDD
condition duo to the high IR droop and long wake-up time. Two series connected
low-Vt transistors are used to implement power gating with low supply voltage, as
shown in Fig. 2.26(b). The sub-threshold leakage is reduced by transistors' stack
eect of this structure.
2.2.2 Design Concerns and Trade-Os
As discussed in Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4, the decap conguration (local/global/re-
routable decaps) at certain supply voltage level is determined based on leakage saving
and power integrity. However, the trade-o between these two design concerns varies
with the supply voltage that increases design complexity of the power-gated PDN
with multiple supply voltages.
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Figure 2.27: Normalized leakage current of an inverter increases with the supply
voltage (VDD). Leakage current is normalized to the value when VDD=1.2V. The
technology node is 45nm.
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Power gating is exploited to reduce leakage power consumption that includes
the sub-threshold leakage and gate tunneling leakage. As the process technology
downscales into the deep nanometer range, high- dielectric is widely applied to
MOSFET to reduce the gate leakage. Hence, sub-threshold leakage becomes the
dominant as the process technology scales down. The sub-threshold current has an
exponential relationship with threshold voltage (VTH) that is approximately given
by
Ileak / exp(Vgs   VTH
nvT
) (2.10)
where VTH is the threshold voltage, vT is the thermal voltage. A reduction of VTH
occurs at higher drain-source bias (Vds) due to drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL)
which is presented as
VTH = VTH0   Vds; (2.11)
here VTH0 is the threshold voltage when Vds=0, and  is the coecient of DIBL. As a
result, when the supply voltage of logic devices decreases linearly, the leakage current
Ileak is reduced exponentially [56]. Fig. 2.27 shows the normalized leakage current
of an inverter at dierent supply voltages. When the supply voltage decreases from
1.2V to 0.6V, the leakage current is reduced by about 20 times. As mentioned in
Section 2.1.1, break even time (TBE) of power gating is the time during which leakage
saving compensates energy overhead. Since the energy overhead is mainly used to
recharge the capacitance of the local grids, we have
Eover / ClocalV 2DD; (2.12)
where Clocal is the equivalent local decaps that include no-switching logic cells that
act as capacitors and decoupling capacitance cells. The break even time can be
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estimated as
TBE =
Eover
Pleak
/ VDD
Ileak
; (2.13)
where Pleak is the leakage power and Ileak is the average leakage current that expo-
nentially decreases with VDD. Hence, the break even time increases as the supply
voltage decreases. It means that leakage consumption is harder to be saved through
power gating at lower VDD.
The switching current created by switching cells and the rush current created
during wake-up process both superlinearly increase with VDD. As a result, the ratio
of switching noise or rush current noise to VDD increases as supply voltage linearly
increases. In other words, it is harder to meet the power integrity specications at
higher VDD.
Table 2.6: Design Trade-O Variations with Supply Voltage
VDD Switching Noise/VDD Rush Current Noise/VDD TBE
High " " #
Low # # "
"increase #decrease
The trade-os with dierent supply voltages are summarized in Tab.2.6. It in-
dicates that the design trade-os change as the system switches between dierent
voltage operating points. Power integrity is the dominant design concern at high-VDD
while leakage saving is the critical design concern at low-VDD.
2.2.3 Proposed Diversity Decap Strategy
For typical PDN designs, only local decaps are used (LD only strategy). In this
case, the required amount of local decaps varies with the supply voltage. As shown
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in Fig. 2.28, the required local decaps decrease as VDD scales down when the total
supply noise tolerance is kept as a xed percentage of the nominal VDD. In order to
meet the power integrity requirement in the worst case, local decaps are designed to
suppress the switching noise at highest VDD. However, such amount of local decaps
is superuous at lower VDD. Superuous local decaps create extra rush current
noise and thereby limit turn-on time shrinking. As a result, power gating has fewer
opportunities to save leakage at low VDD.
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Figure 2.28: The decaps required at dierent supply voltages for the LD Only Strat-
egy. The maximum tolerable supply noise is 10% of VDD. The technology node is
45nm.
Obviously, a xed decap conguration cannot adapt to the design trade-o changes
with VDD. A exible decoupling strategy is proposed here using RDs. Two types of
RDs are used: (a) regular RDs illustrated in 2.29(a) and (b) global RDs illustrated
in 2.29(b). When the local grid is active, regular RDs are connected to the local
grid and global RDs are connected to the global VDD grid. When the local grid is
idle, both regular RDs and global RDs are connected to the global VDD grid. Reg-
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ular RDs make sure that the design has enough decaps to suppress switching noise.
Global RDs are used to further reduce rush current noise and thereby increase leak-
age saving. A exible decap conguration is provided through tuning the proportion
between these two types of RDs. At high VDD, all RDs are used as regular RDs since
it is the worst case for switching noise. As VDD decreases, leakage saving becomes
the main design concern. Hence, the proportion of global RDs is increased to further
reduce rush current noise. As a result, the optimal design can be implemented at
each VDD level through diverse decap congurations.
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Figure 2.29: Usages of regular RD and global RD. (a) When the local grid is active,
regular RD is connected to the local grid and global RD is connected to the global
VDD grid. (b) When the local grid is idle, both regular RD and global RD are
connected to the global VDD grid.
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2.2.4 Optimization Flow
For a PDN design with multiple supply voltages, we only consider the special
case where RDs are used to suppress the rush current noise created by their own
local grid. Since the RDs are not used as global decaps, all of them are allocated in
distributed allocation.
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Figure 2.30: Simulation based optimization ow with two supply voltages.
The optimization ow for a PDN design with two supply voltages (V hDD and
V lDD) is shown Fig. 2.30 which can be extended to handle a larger number of supply
levels.V hDD and V
l
DD respectively indicate the high and low supply voltage.
The design parameters referred include the amount of LDs, GDs, regular RDs,
global RDs, turn-on time, and total width of SL and SR. The descriptions of these
parameters are listed in Tab. 2.7. The constraints of the parameters are given as
follows.
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Table 2.7: Design Parameters of Power-Gated PDN with Two Supply Voltages
V
h(l)
S switching noise with V
h(l)
DD
V
h(l)
R rush current noise with V
h(l)
DD
P h(l) leakage power consumption V
h(l)
DD
A area overhead of the RDs' switches
Cl amount of local decaps
Cg amount of global decaps
Crrd amount of regular re-routable decaps
Cgrd amount of global re-routable decaps
Ctot total on-chip decap budget
WL total width of switch SL
WR total width of switch SL
Wm maximum width of re-routable decaps
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Cg + Cl + Crrd + Cgrd  Ctot
WL +WG  Wm
Cg; Cl; Crrd; Cgrd;WL;WG  0
(2.14)
Four simulation models are used for the PDN design with two supply voltages.
HSN and LSN are respectively for the switching noise simulations at V hDD and
V lDD. HRN and LRN are respectively for the rush current noise simulations at V
h
DD
and V lDD. Based on the design parameters and simulation models, the maximum
switching noise and rush current noise, the leakage consumption at V hDD and V
l
DD
are obtained from circuit simulations.
Based on the outputs of circuit simulations, the optimizer evaluates the current
design through an objective function and tune the parameters to improve the design
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for the next iteration. The objective function is given as
min f = fhs + f
l
s + f
h
r + f
l
r + f
h
p + f
l
p + fa; (2.15)
where fh(l)s is the penalty function of switching noise at V
h(l)
DD , f
h(l)
r is the penalty
function of rush current noise at V hDD(l), f
h(l)
p is the penalty function of leakage
power consumption at V
h(l)
DD , and fa is the penalty function of switch area overhead.
The detailed formulation of each penalty function can be selected by designers. The
parameters referred in the ow are described in Tab. 2.7.
2.2.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the experimental results of the power-gated PDN
design with multiple supply voltages.
The settings of the experiments are listed in Tab. 2.8. The interface of the
optimizer and the optimization ow are implemented in C++. The package model
and power grids are same as the PDN with single supply voltage in Section 2.1
Table 2.8: Experimental Setting of Power-Gated PDN with Two Supply Voltages
High supply voltage (V hDD) 1V
Low supply voltage (V lDD) 0.6V
Technology node 45nm
Average power 12W
On-chip Decap budget (Ctot) 100nf
Maximum RD switch overhead(Wm) 1000m
Maximum tolerable switching noise 9.5% of VDD
Maximum tolerable rush current noise 0.5% of VDD
Number of power domains 4
Size of PDN 120K Nodes
Circuit simulator HSPICE C-2009-0.9
Optimizer APPSPACK [52]
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Figure 2.31: Decap congurations with two supply voltages. The total decap budget
is 100 nf.
Through the optimization ow proposed in Section 2.2.4, the optimal decap con-
gurations of the three strategies are obtained as shown in Fig. 2.31. For the LD
only or the LD&GD strategies, the decap conguration is xed at the two supply
voltages. The LD&GD&RD strategy provides exible decap congurations for two
supply voltages. The total re-routable decaps in the design is 18nf. At the low voltage
level (VDD=0.6V), these re-routable decaps work as 4nf regular RDs and 14nf global
RDs. Regular RDs act as local decaps when the local grid is active and act as global
decaps when the local grid is idle. Global RDs are connected to the global VDD
grid no matter the local grid is active or idle. At the high voltage level (VDD = 1V ),
all re-routable decaps are used as regular RDs to enhance the suppression of supply
noises.
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Figure 2.32: Supply noises and leakage saving of the LD only strategy.
Supply noises and leakage saving of the LD only strategy are shown in Fig. 2.32.
For the LD only strategy, the amount of local decaps is determined by the switching
noise at high VDD. Hence, the supply noises meet the power integrity specication
at VDD = 1V . On the other hand, the total supply noise is much smaller than
the maximum tolerable voltage drop (10%VDD) at VDD = 0:6V . Although this
result is advantageous to power integrity, it indicates that parts of the local decaps
are unnecessary. These unnecessary local decaps increase rush current noise that
impairs the leakage saving. As a result, the power gating at low VDD only saves 40%
of leakage consumption.
Supply noises and the leakage saving of the LD&GD strategy are shown in Fig.
2.33. This strategy is similar to the LD only strategy of which the decap conguration
is xed. As a result, the leakage saving at low VDD is still limited by a large amount
of local decaps that is unnecessary at low voltage level.
The LD&GD&RD Strategy provides dierent decap congurations for two supply
voltages. At the high voltage level, all the re-routable decaps are used as regular
RDs to make sure that supply noises meet the power integrity specication. As VDD
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Figure 2.33: Supply noises and leakage saving of the LD&GD strategy.
decreases, parts of re-routable decaps are used as global RDs to suppress the rush
current noise. As a result, turn-on time is further shortened and thereby the leakage
saving increases to 70%.
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Figure 2.34: Supply noises and the leakage saving of the LD&GD&RD strategy.
As shown in Tab. 2.9, the decap area of LD only strategy takes up 65% of the
area of decap budget (100nf). This is because that local decaps may increase the
rush current noise. The decap budget is fully used for both LD&GD strategy and
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LD&GD&RD strategy. Compared with the LD&GD strategy, the LD&GD&RD
strategy consumes 5% more area due to the switches of re-routable decaps. More
details are presented in Tab. 2.9.
Table 2.9: Comparison Among Three Design Strategies of Power-Gated PDN with
Two Supply Voltages
Strategy
LD only LD&GD LD&GD&RD
0.6V 1.0V 0.6V 1.0V 0.6V 1.0V
L. Decaps(nf) 65 65 45 45 30 30
G. Decaps(nf) 0 0 55 55 52 52
Regular RDs(nf) 0 0 0 0 4 18
Global RDs(nf) 0 0 0 0 14 0
S. Noise(mV) 45.0 97.3 49.6 97.6 56.4 97.2
R. Noise(mV) 2.7 4.5 2.8 4.4 2.7 4.7
Tot. Noise(mV) 47.7 101.8 52.4 102 59.1 101.9
ton(ns) 850 1000 700 800 400 450
Leak. Saving1 42% 63% 46% 68% 70% 79%
Decap Area2 65% 100% 105%
1 normalized to the leakage power consumed without power gat-
ing;
2 normalized to the area of total decap budget (100nf).
2.2.6 Summary
In this section, a decoupling strategy is proposed for power-gated PDN designs
with two supply voltages. LD&GD&RD strategy provides exible decap congu-
rations for dierent supply voltages. For higher supply voltage, all the re-routable
decaps act as local decaps to suppress the switching noise when the local grid is
active. For lower supply voltage, parts of the re-routable decaps act as global decaps
to further suppress rush current noise. A simulation-based optimization ow is pro-
posed to design the PDNs with proposed strategies. The experimental results show
68
that our proposed exible decap strategy achieves the optimal performance at both
voltage levels.
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3. SYSTEM/CIRCUIT CO-OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES FOR DVFS
Fig. 1.4 shows the structure of DVFS design. A DVFS design is compose of the
circuit-level design and system-level design. DC-DC converter is the main design on
circuit-level. It is used to provide dierent supply voltages for the operating points.
DVFS controller is the main design on system-level. A DVFS controller evaluates
operating points and select the optimal one for the following operative period. For
most of DVFS designs, the DC-DC converter and the DVFS controller are designed
separately. However, the circuit-level and system-level designs highly interact with
each other. The cross-layer design trade-os signicantly inuence the performance
of entire DVFS system.
In this paper, we proceed by rst analyzing design trade-os at the circuit level
and the system level respectively. Then, the interaction between the DC-DC con-
verter design and the DVFS controller is studied. As an intermediate study, we
show that performing system-level policy optimization without considering circuit-
level design can lead to suboptimal power and performance trade-os. Finally, we
demonstrate the benet of cross-layer co-optimization of online-learning based DVFS
controller and DC-DC converter and develop a practical design ow. The proposed
design strategy is evaluated based on single-core processors, dual-core processors
with global DVFS, and power-gated processors with DVFS respectively.
3.1 Design of DVFS for Single-Core Processors
Single-core processor has simple architecture and the DVFS for single-core pro-
cessor has typical design trade-os. In this section, we take DVFS of single-core
processor as the start point to discuss the design issues of DVFS and propose the
co-optimization design ow.
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3.1.1 Background
The structure of DVFS system is presented in Fig. 1.4. A processor with DVFS
can operate at dierent operating points. Each operating point is pair of supply
voltage and operating frequency. The working set is composed of all the operating
points of the processor. The DC-DC converter and the DVFS controller are respec-
tively the circuit-level and system-level components of DVFS system. The DVFS
technique is launched periodically as follows.
At the system level, the DVFS controller evaluates all operating points in the
working set at the end of each operative period. The evaluation includes two aspects:
the processor energy consumption and the performance delay when the processor
operates at given operating point. It is hard and expensive to obtain the real-
time information of energy or delay. In most of works, the energy consumption and
perforce delay are estimated by CPU statistic data, such as cache misses, CPU usage,
and instructions per cycle. These data can be easily monitored and accessed through
using CPU performance counters. Hence, operating point evaluation is based on an
evaluation model that is a mapping between statistic data to expected operating
points. It means the energy consumption and performance delay is balanced when the
processor operates at the expected operating point. An operating point is evaluated
through comparing with the expected operating point. The evaluation results of
current and previous operative periods are utilized to generate an comprehensive
score for each operating point though certain algorithm. The DVFS controller selects
the optimal operating point according to their sores.
At the circuit level, the DC-DC converter transform output voltage to the selected
operating point. DC-DC converter output voltage and processor operating frequency
scaling procedure is shown in Fig. 3.1. This DVFS procedure is commonly used in
71
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Figure 3.1: Supply voltage and operating frequency scaling procedure of single-core
processor.
modern microprocessors [20, 7]. For the down-scaling of the clock frequency, the PLL
setting is initialized rstly. The CPU is halted during the PLL locking time. The
change of the PLL setting can be nished in several cycles by the technique proposed
in [57]. The frequency is settled down to the selected value after the PLL is settled.
Then the supply voltage decreases gradually to the value of the new operating point.
The opposite procedure happens when an operating point of higher performance is
employed.
3.1.2 Circuit-Level Design
Fig. 3.2(a) illustrates the standard PWM-based DC-DC converter we employed
in our study. In principle, the design of a transistor-level DC-DC converter can be
very complex. Without loss of generality, this discussion of converter design employs
a behavioral model of the converter to capture the key design aspects that inuence
the succeeding power delivery system [58]. The average output voltage (Vdd avg) as
well as the magnitude of its ripple (Vdd) are determined by
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the DC-DC converter we employed.
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Vdd avg = DVex  RLIload; (3.1)
Vdd =
DVex(1 D)
8LCf 2s
; (3.2)
D = (Vdd +RLIload)=Vex; (3.3)
"b =
Pload
Pload + Pb
; (3.4)
where Vex is the external input voltage, Iload is the DC load current, D and
fs are respectively the duty cycle and the switching frequency of the pulse-width
modulation signal, and RL is the serial resistance of the inductor. By dynamically
adjusting the duty cycle D through a set of sensing and controlling circuitry, Vdd
can be sustained around the desired value. shifting from one Vdd to another in the
DVS system is then achieved by programming the control circuitry to produce a
new desired D, according to the DVFS controller's command. The Vdd ,which is a
source of on-chip power noise, is controlled by properly selecting the inductor L, the
capacitor C and the switching frequency fs.
The success of DVFS schemes is based on the assumption that the DC-DC con-
verter maintains good power eciency over the entire voltage scaling range with
suciently fast transition between dierent output voltages. Faster transition time
of the DC-DC converter is usually at the cost of higher power loss and the power loss
varies with its output voltage. A dierent output voltage may result in a dierent
DC voltage conversion power loss.
The dominant part of the power loss by the DC-DC converter illustrated in
Fig. 3.2 is due to the power devices, namely the PMOS and NMOS switches, the
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switch driver, the inductor and the capacitor [58], and can be approximated by
Ploss  I2load [DRPMOS + (1 D)RNMOS +RL]
+
1
3

IL
2
2
[DRPMOS + (1 D)RNMOS +RL +RC ]
+
1
2
CSWV
2
exfs; (3.5)
IL =
VexD(1 D)
Lfs
; (3.6)
where, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2(b), IL is the inductor current uctuation, RPMOS,
RNMOS and RC are the serial resistance associated respectively with the PMOS
switch, NMOS switch, and the output capacitor, and CSW is the sum of the switch
capacitance associated with the two switches and the switch driver.
As inferred in (3.3){(3.6), the power loss is one value of which leads to the
quadratic function of the duty cycle D which has a peak power loss; as the ac-
tual D deviates from that spot, the power loss decreases. Therefore, a dierent Vdd
results in a dierent D and hence a dierent DC voltage conversion power loss. In
conjecture with the preceding discussion on transition time, this fact implies the need
for joint optimization of the DC-DC converter and the DVFS policy.
Furthermore, the power loss is highly correlated to the voltage transition time.
The rst-order model of the output voltage transition time (Tt) of the converter is
expressed as [58, 59]
Tt =
8Q0
!0
; (3.7)
Q0 =
1
R
s
L
C
; (3.8)
where Q0 and !0 are respectively the quality factor of the LC circuitry and the
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crossover frequency of the feedback control loop. For a smaller Tt, extending !0
and decreasing Q0 are two eective ways. On the one hand, it is well known to
converter designers that !0 is closely related to the switching frequency fs. And the
inuence of increasing fs on the power loss is double-sided: the part of power loss
due to charging/discharging the switch capacitance CSW is proportional to fs, but
increasing fs also quadratically reduces inductor current ripple amplitude and hence
results in less power loss caused by the parasitic resistance in the switches, inductor
and capacitor. On the other hand, decreasing Q0 implies increasing RL and RC as
seen from (3.8), and hence increasing the power loss caused by those resistances.
The above complex and intertwined relationships between power loss, and output
voltage and transition time clearly suggest that better balance between performance
and energy saving can be achieved by pursuing cross-layer optimization.
3.1.3 System-Level Design
As shown in Fig. 1.5, the design of a DVFS controller includes the operative
period, the evaluation model, and the DVFS algorithm. The DVFS controller evalu-
ates each operating point based on the evaluation model at the end of each operative
period. According to the evaluation result, an operating point is selected through the
DVFS algorithm. The processor will operate at the selected operating point (supply
voltage and operating frequency) in the next operative period. In this paper, we
adopt the evaluation model and DVFS algorithm proposed in [24] for analysis.
The operative period determines the grain size of DVFS. Generally, ner-grained
DVFS can better track workload variation and bring more benets in energy saving.
Hence, a DVFS controller can be improved through shortening the operative period.
The minimum operative period is constrained by the output voltage transition time
of the DC-DC converter. It means an operative period cannot be shorter than the
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voltage transition time, otherwise the transition cannot be nished in the operative
period.
Table 3.1: The Working Set of Operating Points and Mapping from CPU usages to
Expected Operating Points
OP Voltage (V) Frequency (GHz) CPU Usage Interval m
1 0.9 0.5 020% 0.1
2 1.0 0.625 2040% 0.3
3 1.1 0.750 4060% 0.5
4 1.2 0.875 6080% 0.7
5 1.3 1 80100% 0.9
An evaluation model referred as -map is utilized to measure energy consumption
and the performance delay of each operating point in the working set. This model
is proposed based on the fact that the optimal frequency/voltage that balances the
energy consumption and the performance delay increases with the CPU usage .
According the fact, the domain of CPU usage (0    1) is uniformly divided into
N intervals. Each interval is represented by its mean value (center point) m. The
operating points from 1 to N (frequency/voltage from low to high) are sequentially
corresponding to the usage intervals from low to high. In this case, a mapping from
CPU usages to operating points is created. Tab. 3.1 shows the working set and the
evaluation model used in this paper. An operating point is evaluated through the
comparison between CPU usage and m. If m > , it indicates that the frequency
of the operating point is higher than the optimal one and thereby the operating
point suers a penalty of energy consumption. Similarly, the operating point suers
a penalty of performance delay if m < .
The online learning DVFS policy algorithm is given by Alg. 1 [24]. N indicates
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ALGORITHM 1: Online Learning DVFS Algorithm
N = number of operating points;
 2 [0; 1],  2 [0; 1];
w0i =
1
N
(i = 1; 2; :::; N);
for operative periods t = 1; 2; ::: do
1 pti =
wtiPN
i=0w
t
i
;
2 select operating point according to its probability factor in pt ;
3 Operative period starts ! apply selected operating point to on-chip
circuit;
4 Operative period ends !;
 = CPU usage;
for operating point i = 1; 2; :::; N do
ltei = ( > mi) ? 0 : (mi   );
ltpi = ( > mi) ? (  mi) : 0;
lti = l
t
ei + (1  )ltpi;
end
5 w t+1i = w
t
i 
lti ;
6 t=t+1 ;
end
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the number of operating points.  is a key learning policy parameter.  is a constant
value used to update operating points' weights.  indicates the average CPU usage of
previous operative periods. mi indicates m corresponding to operating point (OP)
i. wti is the weight for OP i at the t-th DVFS operative period. p
t
i is the selection
possibility of OP i. ltei and l
t
pi respectively indicate the energy consumption penalty
and the performance delay penalty of OP i during the t-th DVFS operative period.
The DVFS controller can be optimized through turning the learning parameter .
As shown in Alg. 1, the weighted penalty of an operating point is given by
lti = l
t
ie + (1  )ltip: (3.9)
 is used to balance between energy consumption and performance delay in this
equation. When  is close to 1, the energy consumption penalty ltei is weighted more
dominantly than the performance delay penalty ltpi. Hence, the operating points with
higher frequencies have less opportunities to be employed. As a result, increasing 
leads to a reduction of energy consumption and a growth of performance delay.
As discussed above, the system-level optimization can balance the CPU energy
consumption and the performance delay. However, the energy consumption of the
entire DVFS system may not be optimized through the system-level optimization
only. The details are discussed in the following section.
3.1.4 Opportunities of Circuit/System Co-optimization
In this section, we identify key limitations of circuit-level only or system-level only
optimization strategies and thereby identify cross-layer opportunities that can reduce
the energy consumption and the performance delay. For most of DVFS designs, the
DC-DC converter and the DVFS controller are designed separately. Even if the
design trade-os discussed above are properly balanced for each level, the entire
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DVFS system may still not reach the overall optimality.
3.1.4.1 Limitations of System-Level Optimization
Without the design information of the DC-DC converter, a system-level opti-
mization cannot optimize the total energy consumption.
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Figure 3.3: The supply voltage, frequency and energy consumption during a DVFS
procedure. (Edy, Esta, Eund, Econ, and Ecap respectively represent the dynamic energy
of the processor, the static energy of the processor, the under driving energy overhead
during DVFS transition, the energy consumption of the DC-DC converter and the
energy consumed by charging/discharging capacitors during voltage scaling.)
An exemplary DVFS procedure and related energy consumptions are shown in
Fig. 3.3. This sequence is commonly used in modern microprocessors [20, 7]. The
energy consumption appears during the typical DVFS procedure can be divided into
two parts as follows.
Etot = Eproc + Eover; (3.10)
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where Eproc is the energy consumed by the processor and Eover is the energy overhead
of DVFS. Eproc is given as
Eproc = Edy + Esta; (3.11)
where Edy and Esta are respectively the dynamic energy and the static energy of the
processor. The energy overhead of the DVFS is composed of three components as
follows [60],
Eover = Econ + Eund + Ecap: (3.12)
Econ is the energy loss of the DC-DC converter. It depends on the power eciency
of the DC-DC converter. It varies with the output voltage and the current loading of
the DC-DC converter. Eund is the under driving energy. The clock frequency stays
at the low level during both up-scaling and down-scaling voltage transitions. Hence,
the processor works at a low frequency under an over-provisioned supply voltage
and thereby Eund is consumed. Eund depends on the transition time between the
two operating points Tt in (3.8) that is an important design parameter of the DC-
DC converter. Ecap is the capacitance (processor decoupling capacitance and DC-DC
converter equivalent output capacitance) charging/discharging energy during voltage
transition.
The objective of the system-level optimization is to obtain a DVFS controller that
balances the energy consumed by the processor Eproc and the performance delay Texe.
The objective can be achieved through improving the evaluation model, the DVFS
policy (algorithm) and/or the operative period. However, the obtained controller
may not be optimal for the total energy Etot. The reasons are discussed as follows.
First, a system-level optimization is unaware of the DVFS energy overhead Eover.
The performance delay and the energy consumption are evaluated based on the
evaluation model that is a mapping from CPU statistic data (such as CPU usages,
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Figure 3.4: (a) The optimal frequencies to balance Eproc and Texe with dierent .
 is the CPU usage when the workload is processed with the maximum frequency.
The objective function is wEnormproc +(1 w)T normexe . The technology node is 90nm. (b)
-map from the CPU usage to the optimal frequency.
cache misses, and stall cycles) to expected operating points. The objective of the
system-level optimization is to minimize both the processor energy Eproc and the
execution time Texe. Hence, the objective function is usually given as
f = wEnormproc + (1  w)T normexe ; (3.13)
where w 2 (0; 1) is the weight, Enormproc = Eproc=Emax, T normexe = Texe=Tmax, Emax and
Tmax are respectively the processor energy and the execution time with the maxi-
mum frequency. Assume  is the CPU usage when the workload is processed with
the maximum frequency. With the given circuit design, there is an optimal frequency
corresponding to each . As shown in Fig 3.4(a), the optimal frequency is marked
with each CPU utilization. In this example, there are six operating points in the
working set f = 0:5; 0:6; :::; 1. These optimal frequencies highly depend on the CPU
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utilization as shown in Fig. 3.4(b). Based on this relationship, the evaluation model
(-map) in Alg. 1 is built. The CPU usages are be easily monitored and accessed
through performance counters. Eproc is load dependent and thereby can be estimated
through CPU statistic data. Unlike Eproc, Eover highly depends on circuit design pa-
rameters, such as the eciency of the DC-DC converter, the decoupling capacitance
and the voltage transition time. Hence, Eover cannot be estimated through perfor-
mance counters only. Therefore, improving the evaluation model can better reect
Eproc, but it is not helpful for the evaluation of Eover.
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Figure 3.5: Eproc (the processor energy) and Eover (the DVFS energy overhead)
may be tuned towards opposite direction through adjusting the DVFS policy. The
DC-DC converter design and the DVFS operative period are xed at dierent 
values. The energy consumption is normalized to the total energy when the processor
constantly operates at highest voltage/frequency ( = 0). The simulation is based on
benchmark blackscholes [2] with a single thread running on a single-core processor.
Second, adjusting the DVFS policy may tune Eproc and Eover in opposite direc-
tions. For example, when the optimizer adjusts  in the hope of reducing Eproc so
as to reduce the overall system energy dissipation Etot, the unawareness of Eover can
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produce misleading results. Fig. 3.5 shows the simulated energy dissipation and
the execution time of benchmark blackscholes with a single thread processed on a
single-core processor. As can be seen, increasing  from 0 to 0.6 reduces Eproc while
Eover may increases. Finally, the total energy consumption Etot may be increased
unexpectedly.
In addition, shortening the operative period may lead to an unexpected growth
of Eover. Fig. 3.6 shows the DVFS operative period's inuence on the energy and the
performance delay. Energy-delay production (EDP) is used to measure the trade-os
between the total energy and the performance delay. The energy-delay production
(EDP) is given as,
EDP = Etot  Texe; (3.14)
where Etot is the total energy consumption and Texe is the run time. In Fig. 3.6,
Etot and Texe are respectively normalized to the total energy and the run time when
the processor constantly operates at highest voltage/frequency. Ideally, ner-grained
DVFS can better track the workload variation and balance the energy and the per-
formance delay. However, the EDP starts increasing when the operative period is
shorter than 100K core cycles. This is because that shortening operative period leads
to frequent voltage transitions and thereby increases Eover unexpectedly. Further-
more, the system-level optimization cannot be aware of this growth that may reduce
or even overwhelm the benet of the ne-grained DVFS.
In consequence, the DVFS controller obtained through a system-level optimiza-
tion may not be suitable for the given DC-DC converter. The root cause of this
problem is that the circuit-level design information is ignored in the system-level
optimization.
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Figure 3.6: The inuence of the DVFS operative period on the run time and the
energy consumption. The learning parameter  is set to 0.5. The longest voltage
transition time of the DC-DC converter is 9 s (9K CPU cycles at the highest
frequency). The energy consumption and the run time are respectively normalized
to the total energy and the execution time when the processor constantly operates at
the highest voltage/frequency. The simulation is based on benchmark blackscholes
[2] with a single thread running on a single-core processor. The technology node is
90nm.
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3.1.4.2 Limitations of circuit-level optimization
The objective of a circuit-level optimization is usually to design a DC-DC con-
verter that minimizes the power loss, the area, and the voltage transition time. How-
ever, the result of an isolated circuit-level optimization may not be optimal when it
working with the given DVFS controller.
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Figure 3.7: Power losses of two DC-DC converter designs at dierent operating
points. The operating points are listed in Tab. 3.1. The power losses are normalized
to the output power at OP 5. The simulation is based on benchmark blackscholes
running with a single thread running on a single-core processor.
First, a circuit-level optimization may not optimize the total energy consumption.
Minimizing the power loss is usually an objective of the circuit-level optimization.
However, the power loss of a DC-DC converter is a function of output power that is
determined by the operating point (voltage/freqeuncy). Fig. 3.7 presents the power
losses of two DC-DC converter designs at the ve operating points listed Tab. 3.1.
As can be seen, design A's worst power loss and average power loss are both smaller
than the ones of design B. In the perspective of energy eciency, design A is closer
to the result of a circuit-level optimization. However, design A may not be suitable
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for all DVFS controllers. For example, a DVFS controller that pursues low- policy
(Alg. 1) tends to select the operating points with higher voltages/frequencies. At
these operating points (OP 3, 4 and 5), design A consumes more energy than design
B. Hence, design A may not be optimal for a low- DVFS policy even if it gets more
credits in circuit-level optimization.
Second, a circuit-level optimization only can easily lead to overdesign without
considering the DVFS controller. A circuit-level optimization provides a trade-o
among dierent performance parameters. But the trade-o cannot be optimal when
the DC-DC converter works for certain DVFS controllers. For example, a circuit-
level optimization may increase power loss and/or area to shorten the output voltage
transition time for ner-grained DVFS. However, the sacrice of power and area could
be meaningless for certain DVFS controllers. For an instance, if the operative period
is not ne enough or the DVFS policy prefers operating points in high power loss
zone, the DC-DC converter design may bring negative benet and it may turn out
to be over designed for the controller.
In conclusion, the DVFS controller and the DC-DC converter respectively ob-
tained from isolated circuit-level and system-level optimizations may not be suitable
for each other. Therefore, the targeted cross-layer optimization is necessary in order
to obtain the optimal DVFS system.
3.1.5 General Hierarchical Co-optimization
The limitations of the circuit-only and policy-only optimization as discussed in
the pervious section have motivated us to develop a co-optimization strategy. While
this cross-layer approach is inherently computationally demanding, we develop a
hierarchical two-step methodology to alleviate the complexity of the co-optimization
as shown in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Hierarchical circuit-level and system-level co-optimization and testing
ow.
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The rst step in this ow is geared to perform circuit-level optimization for the
DC-DC converter. Instead of producing a single optimal DC-DC converter design,
we nd a set of pareto-optimal converter designs. This allows us to nd a set of
promising converters without invoking expensive full-system analyses. These pareto-
optimal designs are fed to the second step to complete the cross-layer optimization
of the full system.
As the rst step of our optimization strategy, the circuit-level optimization nds
an optimal set of trade-os for the DC-DC converter in terms of power loss, transition
time, and area overhead. The latter one is reected by the realistic values of the
inductor and capacitor representing the areas of these components on the PCB. Note
that it is important to consider the noise eects created by the output ripples of the
DC-DC converter as a design constraint. To be more specic, one needs to consider
not only the amount of voltage ripples created immediately at the output of the
DC-DC converter, but also the propagation of the ripples through the package and
on-chip power distribution and nally the ripple-induced noises seen by the on-chip
devices.
The package model of the processor is modeled as RCL network [11]. The on-chip
power delivery network is modeled as a resistive network that is composed of two
power domains. Each domain is a resistive grid with 100,000 nodes. With this model
of passive power distribution, frequency-domain AC analysis is performed to obtain
the transfer functions from the output of the DC-DC converter to various output
nodes on the on-chip power distribution network over a typical range of converter
switching frequency. Finally, the amplitude of the ripples on the on-chip device
side are characterized by multiplying the corresponding transfer functions with the
amplitude of the converter output ripple at the switching frequency.
The optimization of the DC-DC converter design is performed by tuning the
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design parameters including switching frequency (fs), the lossy inductor (Lcon), and
the lossy capacitor (Ccon) to arrive at the minimum of the objective function, i.e.,
a weighted sum of the aforementioned three gure-of-merits on the premise of not
exceeding the upper limit of the amount of Vdd ripple. The objective function is
min: fDC DC = w1Ploss WC + w2Tt WC + w3Acon;
s:t: jHPG(fs)jVdd  UBpnoise; (3.15)
where wi (i = 1; 2; 3) are the weights, Ploss WC represents the power loss under
the worst-case output voltage, Tt WC represents the longest transition time between
two DVFS voltages, Acon is the sum of the area occupied by the inductor and the
capacitor in the DC-DC converter, HPG(fs) is the worst-case transfer function from
the output of converter to the power grid nodes evaluated at the switching frequency
for calculating the amount of on-chip power noise induced by Vdd, and UBpnoise is
the specied upper bound for that noise.
By setting dierent values of weights wi, we obtain several optimized DC-DC
converter design points on the Pareto surface. A Pareto-optimal design point has
at least one specication that is better than the corresponding one of any other
designs. We obtain an approximated continuous Pareto surface though interpolation.
The surface provides a design set in which the global optimizer searches for the
optimal circuit design through turning fs, Lcon, and Ccon. Each design point on the
surface corresponds to a set of performance parameters including the longest voltage
transition time Tt, and the DC-DC converter area overhead Acon. The Pareto surface
is modeled as a set of circuit-level design constraints for the global optimization in
Step 2.
In Step 2, the architecture simulator determines the DVFS operative period that
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is constrained by the longest voltage transition time Tt. The architecture simulator
simulates the training benchmarks and generates a series of CPU usages correspond-
ing to the series of DVFS operative periods. The online learning DVFS controller
given in Alg. 1 with  2 (0; 1) is employed to generate a series of operating points
according to the CPU usages. Based on the operating points and the power loss Ploss
of the DC-DC converter, the energy/performance calculator estimates the geomet-
ric average total energy Etot and geometric average execution time Texe of training
benchmarks. The global optimizer updates the results and tunes , fs, Ccon, and
Lcon to nd the optimal DVFS policy and the optimal DC-DC converter design.
Subject to the (optimal) circuit-level design constraints based on the Pareto sur-
face, the objective function of the global optimization is formulated given by
min: f = weEtot + wpTexe + waAcon;
s:t:
8>><>>:
1    0;
Top  Tt WC ;
(3.16)
where we, wp, and wa are respectively the weights of geometric average total energy,
geometric average performance delay, and area overhead, Etot represents the geo-
metric average total energy consumption of training benchmarks, Texe represents the
geometric average execution time of training benchmarks, Acon is the area overhead
of the DC-DC converter,  is the key learning parameter of DVFS algorithm, Top
represents the operative period of DVFS, and Tt WC indicates the longest transition
time of the DC-DC converter. The optimization ow is not restricted to any specic
objective function but can use any generic function of Etot, Texe, and Acon. The
formulation of the objective function can be selected by designers.
The co-optimization nally generates one optimal DVFS controller and one opti-
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mal DC-DC converter. In the testing step, the benchmarks in the testing set are used
to evaluate the obtained designs. The experimental results of testing benchmarks
are shown in the following section.
3.1.6 Experimental Results
The system-level only optimization, circuit-level only optimization and system/circuit
co-optimization are compared in this section. The results are based on the simula-
tions on single-core processor.
3.1.6.1 Experimental Setting
The setups of the experiments are tabulated in Tab. 3.2. The structure of the
DC-DC converter is shown in Fig. 3.2(a). The DVFS policy is given by Alg. 1.
The DVFS online learning controller and energy/performance calculator are imple-
mented by C++. The circuit-level and global optimizers are implemented by a
nonlinear optimization problem solver APPSPACK (Asynchronous Parallel Pattern
Search Package) [52]. The benchmarks of PARSEC 2.1 [2] are used as workloads
to train and test dierent strategies. The training set is composed of blackscholes,
bodytrack, canneal, facesim, freqmine, raytrace, vips. The testing set is composed of
dedup, ferret, uidanimate, raytrace, streamcluster, swaptions, x264. The applica-
tion domain of each set includes Financial Analysis, Animation, Data Mining, Media
Processing, etc.
Four designs are referred in this section. They are described as follows.
Ref Reference design. For the DVFS controller,  = 0:5, the operative period is
100K core cycles. For the DC-DC converter, fs = 2MHz, Lcon = 100nH, and
Ccon = 5F . This design is used as a reference for comparison. The energy,
the execution time, and the area overhead of other designs are all normalized
to the values of this design.
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Table 3.2: Experimental Setting of DVFS design for Single-Core Processor
Circuit Level System Level
Size of PDN 200K Number of Cores 1
On-chip Decaps 200nf ISA ALPHA
Simulator Cadence Spectre L1 I-Cache 32KB
Optimizer APPSPACK [52] L1 D-Cache 32KB
Technology 90/45/22nm1 L2 Cache 128KB
Execution Model Out of order
Working Set see Tab. 3.1
Simulator gem5 [61]
Benchmark2 PARSEC 2.1 [2]
1 The DC-DC converter is designed at 90nm technology node; the processor
is designed at 90/45/22nm technology nodes respectively.
2 Training Set:blackscholes, bodytrack, canneal, facesim, freqmine, vips.
Testing Set: dedup, ferret, uidanimate, raytrace, streamcluster, swap-
tions, x264
S-only Design obtained by the system-only optimization. The DVFS controller is
optimized through the isolated system-level optimization. The DC-DC con-
verter design is the same as the reference design.
C-only Design obtained by circuit only optimization. The DC-DC converter is
optimized through the isolated circuit-level optimization. The DVFS controller
is the same as the reference design.
Co-op Design obtained by our proposed strategy. The DVFS controller and the DC-
DC converter are co-optimized through our proposed cross-layer co-optimization.
The optimization and testing ow of S-only strategy is shown in Fig. 3.9. System-
only optimization take the DVFS controller as the design target. The architecture
simulator simulates the training benchmarks and generates a series of CPU usages
corresponding to the series of DVFS operative periods. The online learning DVFS
controller given in Alg. 1 with  2 (0; 1) is employed to generate a series of operating
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Figure 3.9: System-only optimization and testing ow.
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points according to the CPU usages. Based on the operating points and the power
loss Ploss of the DC-DC converter, the energy/performance calculator estimates the
geometric average total energy Etot and geometric average execution time Texe of
training benchmarks. The system-level optimizer tunes learning parameter  and
DVFS operative period Top to nd the optimal DVFS controller design. The objective
function and the constraints of system-level optimizer are given as follows.
min: f = weEtot + wpTexe;
s:t:
8>><>>:
1    0;
Top  Topmax;
(3.17)
where we and wpare respectively the weights of geometric average total energy and
performance delay of training benchmarks, Etot represents the geometric average
total energy consumption, Texe represents the geometric average execution time,  is
the key learning parameter of DVFS algorithm, Top represents the operative period
of DVFS, and Topmax indicates lower bound of Top. The optimization ow is not
restricted to any specic objective function but can use any generic function of Etot
and Texe. The formulation of the objective function can be selected by designers. The
optimization nally generates one optimal DVFS controller. The obtained DVFS
controller and the DC-DC converter in the reference design are used to test the
benchmarks in the testing set.
The optimization and testing ow of C-only strategy is shown in Fig. 3.10.
Circuit-only optimization take the DC-DC converter as the design target. The cir-
cuit simulator simulates the given DC-DC converter design to generate evaluation
parameters that include output longest voltage transition time TtWC , largest power
loss PlossWC , area overhead Acon. The circuit-level optimizer tunes the switching fre-
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Figure 3.10: Circuit-only optimization and testing ow.
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quency fs, the lossy inductor Lcon, and the lossy capacitor Ccon to nd the optimal
DC-DC converter design. The objective function and the constraints of circuit-level
optimizer are given by (3.15). The optimization ow is not restricted to any specic
objective function but can use any generic function of TtWC , PlossWC , and Acon. The
formulation of the objective function can be selected by designers. The optimization
nally generates one optimal DC-DC converter. The obtained DC-DC converter and
the DVFS controller in the reference design are used to test the benchmarks in the
testing set.
In the following section, we discuss and compare S-only, C-only, and CO-op
strategies when they are applied to the processor at dierent technology nodes. The
technology scaling signicantly inuences the normalized power consumption of the
processor while it may not inuence the normalized execution time. The reasons are
as follows.
When a processor processes a task at the highest frequency fmax, the execution
time is given by [62]
Tmax = + (1  ); (3.18)
where  is the time during which the processor executes instructions and 1  is the
stall time of the processor due to cache misses etc. Then, the normalized execution
time when the processor operates at frequency f is given by
Tn =
T
Tmax
=
fmax
f
+ (1  )
=

fn
+ (1  ); (3.19)
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where fn =
f
fmax
is the scaling factor of frequency (normalized frequency).  is
determined by the characteristic of the workload and fn is determined by the specic
work set of operating points. In our experiments, we assume that the processors at
dierent technology nodes process the same training/testing benchmarks and use the
same working set of operating points. Hence, the normalized execution time may
not change as technology scales.
The average power consumption is a characteristic of the processor that highly de-
pends on the technology. When a processor operates at the highest voltage/frequency
operating point (Vmax, fmax), the power can be estimated as follows [62].
Pmax = Dmax + Smax
= CLV
2
maxfmax + ILVmax
= (1  ) + ; (3.20)
where Dmax is the dynamic power, Smax is the static power, CL is the equivalent
loading capacitance of the processor. IL is the average total leakage current of the
processor, which is assumed to be constant within a typically small voltage scaling
range.  is the ratio of static power to total power. Then, the normalized processor
power consumption when the processor operates at at operating point (V , f) is given
as
Pn =
Dmax
Pmax
 V
2f
V 2maxfmax
+
Smax
Pmax
 V
Vmax
= (1  )V 2n fn + Vn; (3.21)
where Vn =
V
Vmax
is the scaling factor of voltage (normalized voltage). fn and Vn
depend on the specic working set of operating points.  highly depends on the
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technology node. As technology scales, static power gradually become becomes a
very signicant part of total power. In this dissertation, we set that the ratios of
static power to total power () at technology nodes 90nm, 65nm, and 22nm to be
respectively 20%, 40%, and 50% [63, 64, 5].
3.1.6.2 Results of Circuit-Level Optimization
Tab. 3.3 shows the pareto-optimal design set obtained through circuit-level opti-
mization in Step 1. The design set includes eight optimal DC-DC converter designs
that are used for pareto-optimal surface interpolation.
Table 3.3: Obtained Pareto-Optimal DC-DC Converter Design Set
No. Ploss WC(mW) Tt WC(s) Acon fs (MHz) Lcon(nH) Ccon(F)
1 165.9 2.6 2.24e-6 12.6 156 2.1
2 422.8 264 1.10e-7 18 65 0.05
3 44.5 48.2 5.10e-6 2 100 5
4 140.8 9 1.19e-6 10 97 1.1
5 186.5 2.57 3.75e-6 14.8 100 3.65
6 51.2 22.9 2.96e-5 1.2 200 29.4
7 90.9 5.8 2.95e-5 5.8 52 29.3
8 69.0 51.6 2.08e-6 1.9 322 1.75
3.1.6.3 Results of Co-Optimization at 90nm Technology Node
We rst present the results at 90nm technology node. The system-only optimiza-
tion (S-only), the circuit-only optimization (C-only) and our proposed cross-layer
optimization (Co-op) are respectively applied to a single-core processor.
Fig. 3.11 shows geometric average processor energy Eproc and geometric average
DVFS energy overhead Eover based on the testing set with dierent strategies. The
energy consumptions are normalized to the geometric average energy of the reference
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Figure 3.11: Normalized geometric average energy consumptions of the testing set.
For each strategy, the geometric average processor energy and the geometric average
DVFS energy overhead are normalized to the geometric average total energy of the
reference design. The circuit-level and system-level designs are obtained based on
the training set with S-Only, C-Only, and Co-Op strategies respectively. For each
benchmark, the simulation is carried out with a single thread processed on a single-
core processor.
design. Compared with the reference design, system-level only and circuit-level only
optimization both reduce the total energy consumption. For the system-level only op-
timization, the reduction is mainly due to the decrease of Eproc. For the circuit-level
only optimization, the reduction mainly comes from the decrease of Eover. Compared
with those two strategies, co-optimization reduces both Eproc and Eover.
The reason for the results is based on the DC-DC converter's power loss and the
selection frequency of dierent operating points as shown in Fig. 3.12. The system-
level only (S-Only) optimization improves the DVFS controller to better track the
workload. Hence, Eproc is reduced through selecting more suitable operating points.
However, the system-level optimization does not consider the design of the DC-DC
converter. As can be seen in Fig. 3.12(a), the power loss of the DC-DC converter
is high at operating points (e.g. OP 3  5) that are selected frequently by the
DVFS policy. As a result, Eover is not obviously reduced. Compared with S-Only
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Figure 3.12: Selection frequency and power loss at dierent operating points. The
results are based on benchmarks of the testing set with single thread processed
on a single-core processor. The circuit-level and system-level designs are obtained
based on the training set with S-Only, C-Only, and Co-Op strategies respectively.
(a) System Only Optimization; (b) Circuit Only Optimization; (c) Cross-layer Co-
optimization.
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optimization, circuit-level only optimization (C-Only) improves the average power
loss of the DC-DC converter. Hence, Eover is obviously reduced. However, the design
of the DVFS controller is kept the same as the reference design. This is the reason
why Eproc is not improved. Our proposed co-optimization (Co-op) perfectly considers
the design trade-os at the system level and circuit level. As shown in Fig. 3.12(c),
the DVFS policy is more suitable for the DC-DC converter design than the other
two strategies. The controller can track the workload as well as the system-level only
optimization. In addition, the power losses at the frequently selected operating points
are reduced through the circuit optimization. Therefore, cross-layer co-optimization
has an advantage over energy saving.
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Figure 3.13: Normalized geometric average execution time of benchmarks of the
testing benchmarks. For each strategy, the geometric average execution time is
normalized to the geometric average execution time of the reference design. The
circuit-level and system-level designs are obtained based on the training set with S-
Only, C-Only, and Co-Op strategies respectively. For each benchmark, the simulation
is carried out with a single thread processed on a single-core processor.
Fig. 3.13 shows the normalized execution time of benchmarks in testing set with
dierent design strategies. The performance delay of system-level only optimization
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is relatively high. This is because the energy benets of the strategy is based on
the trade-o with performance delay through the DVFS policy. The circuit-level
only and our proposed co-optimization has smaller performance delay since parts of
the energy is saved through the improvement of the DC-DC converter design. The
performance delay of co-optimization is larger than the circuit-level only optimiza-
tion. This is because the co-optimization reduces the processor energy Eproc through
low-frequency operating points that lead to a growth of performance delay.
Fig. 3.14(a) and 3.14(b) respectively show the energy consumption and execu-
tion time of PARSEC benchmarks with dierent strategies at 90nm technology node.
S-Only Strategy utilized learning policy to balance energy consumption and perfor-
mance delay. Hence, it generates 8% performance delay compared with reference
design. The energy consumption is reduced by 8% compared with the reference de-
sign. The DC-DC converter cannot be optimized though S-Only Strategy. Hence, the
energy saving is limited by the power loss of the DC-DC converter. C-Only strategy
uses the same DVFS controller as the reference design. Hence, the performance of
C-Only design is similar to the reference design. The geometric average energy con-
sumption of C-Only design is reduced by 10% compared with the reference design.
Co-Op Strategy optimizes the circuit-level and system-level designs together. Com-
pared with system-level only optimization, the geometric average energy is reduced
by 16%. Compared with circuit-level only optimization, the geometric average en-
ergy is reduced by 15%. Co-Op Strategy tunes the learning parameter to reduce the
energy of processor. Hence, the geometric average performance delay is increased by
3% compared with C-Only design. But compared with S-Only design, the geometric
average performance delay is reduced by 4.5%.
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(b)
Figure 3.14: Normalized total energy consumption and execution time at 90nm tech-
nology node. The results are based on the benchmarks in the testing set. The circuit-
level and system-level designs are obtained based on the training set with S-Only,
C-Only, and Co-Op strategies respectively. The energy consumption and execution
time of the three designs are normalized to the reference design. The last column
shows the geometric energy/performance of the benchmarks. (a) Normalized total
energy consumption. (b) Normalized execution time.
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3.1.6.4 Results of Co-Optimization at Advanced Technology Nodes
In this section, we present the results at 45nm and 22nm respectively. As tech-
nology scales down, static power becomes dominant in total power consumption.
However, DVFS cannot tune static power as eciently as dynamic power. Hence,
the interaction between performance delay and power consumption becomes tighter
as technology scales down.
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Figure 3.15: Execution time and processor energy consumptions at dierent op-
erating points. The execution time at each operating point is normalized to the
execution time at OP 5 (the highest voltage/freqeuncy). At each technology node,
the processor energy consumption at each operating point is normalized to the pro-
cessor energy at OP 5 (the highest voltage/freqeuncy). The results are based on
benchmark bodytrack with one thread on a single-core processor.
Fig. 3.15 shows the execution time and processor power consumptions at dierent
operating points. The same benchmark bodytrack is processed on processors at dier-
ent technology nodes (90nm, 45nm, and 22nm). The execution time at each operating
point is normalized to the execution time at OP 5 (the highest voltage/freqeuncy).
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The processor power consumption at each operating point is normalized to the pro-
cessor energy at OP 5 (the highest voltage/freqeuncy). The normalized execution
time only depends on the normalized frequency (f=fMAX) of each operating point.
Hence, the normalized execution time does not vary with technology node. In con-
trast, the normalized processor power highly depends on the processing technology,
for the ratio of static power to dynamic power varies with technology node. As tech-
nology scales down, the power consumption at same operating point increases. In
other words, less energy can be saved with the same performance delay.
Fig. 3.16(a) and 3.16(b) respectively show the energy consumption and execu-
tion time of PARSEC benchmarks with dierent strategies at 45nm technology node.
S-only Strategy generates 6% geometric average performance delay compared with
the reference design. The energy consumption is reduced by 4% compared with the
reference design. The requirement of performance limit its energy saving. The per-
formance of C-only design is similar to the reference design since it uses the same
DVFS controller as the reference design. The geometric average energy consumption
of C-only design is reduced by 9% compared with the reference design. Co-op Strat-
egy optimizes the circuit-level and system-level designs together. Compared with
system-level only optimization, the geometric average energy is reduced by 16%.
Compared with circuit-level only optimization, the geometric average energy is re-
duced by 12%. Co-op Strategy tunes the learning parameter to reduce the energy of
processor. Hence, the geometric average performance delay is increased by 3% com-
pared with C-only design. But compared with S-only design, the geometric average
performance delay is reduced by 3%.
Fig. 3.17(a) and 3.17(b) respectively show the energy consumption and execution
time of testing benchmarks with dierent strategies at 22nm technology node. S-
only Strategy does not improve the reference design. The geometric average energy
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(b)
Figure 3.16: Normalized total energy consumption and execution time at 45nm tech-
nology node. The results are based on the benchmarks in the testing set. The
circuit-level and system-level designs are obtained based on the training set with
S-only, C-only, and Co-Op strategies respectively. The energy consumption and ex-
ecution time of the three designs are normalized to the reference design. The last
column shows the geometric average energy/performance of the benchmarks. (a)
Normalized total energy consumption. (b) Normalized execution time.
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Figure 3.17: Normalized total energy consumption and execution time at 22nm tech-
nology node. The results are based on the benchmarks in the testing set. The
circuit-level and system-level designs are obtained based on the training set with
S-only, C-only, and Co-Op strategies respectively. The energy consumption and ex-
ecution time of the three designs are normalized to the reference design. The last
column shows the geometric average energy/performance of the benchmarks. (a)
Normalized total energy consumption. (b) Normalized execution time.
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consumption of C-only design is reduced by 6% compared with the reference design.
Compared with system-level only optimization, the geometric average energy of Co-
op Strategy is reduced by 14%. Compared with circuit-level only optimization, the
geometric average energy is reduced by 9%. The geometric average performance
delay is almost the same as the reference design.
3.1.7 Summary
In conclusion, our proposed co-optimization strategy takes both circuit-level and
system-level design issues into consideration. The results show that cross-layer co-
optimization signicantly reduces the total energy dissipation with small performance
delay degradation. Compared with system-only or circuit-only optimizations, our
proposed co-optimization have an advantage in energy saving at dierent technology
nodes.
3.2 Design of DVFS for Multi-Core Processors
The cross-layer co-optimization strategy described in the previous section is gen-
eral for DVFS system design. Nevertheless, there are special application scenarios
in which additional interesting cross-layer design trade-os exist. In this section, we
discuss the DVFS for multi-core processors.
3.2.1 Background
For a multi-core processor, each core is assigned to process a workload. The
workloads can be dierent from each other. From the system-level perspective, per-
core DVFS is preferred since it generates operating point sequences for each core
according to the core's workload. However, it requires that each core is supported by
an isolated DC-DC converter or voltage regulators [65]. Hence, from the circuit-level
perspective, per-core DVFS is not economic for modern high performance processors
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that are usually composed of a large amount of computation cores. A typical solution
is to divide the cores into several voltage control groups [66]. The cores in each group
are controlled by one DVFS controller. This power management method is named
as global DVFS. The discussion in this section focuses on the design of global DVFS
of multi-core processors.
3.2.2 Opportunities of Circuit/System Co-optimization
For a multi-core processor, the system-level and circuit-level design concerns and
trade-os are similar to the ones of a single-core processor. Hence, we mainly discuss
the cross-layer design trade-os.
Busy IdleCore 1 IdleBusy Busy
Core 2 Idle IdleBusy Busy
Global
View IdleBusy BusyBusy
time
Figure 3.18: The working status of a dual-core processor.
For the global DVFS, each controller has to make decisions based on the core with
the strictest performance requirement. Fig. 3.18 shows an example of a dual-core
processor. The cores respectively process two workloads with dierent characteristics.
Assume that during some time windows, one core is idle while the other one is busy.
In this case, the controller would select a high-frequency operating point for both
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cores in order to meet the performance requirement of the busy core. The operating
points with low frequencies are selected only if both cores are idle which can be
very short and hard to be tracked. Hence, compared to other processors, a multi-
core processor requires ner-grained DVFS to track the workloads and make delicate
decisions. Shorter voltage transition time of the DC-DC converter leads to larger
energy overhead that may overwhelm the energy saved by DVFS. This problem is
very easy to be ignored by isolated system-level or circuit-level design strategies. Our
proposed co-optimization considers the trade-os on two levels together and thereby
the optimal design can be obtained.
3.2.3 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the results of DVFS for a dual-core processor. The
system-level only optimization, circuit-level only optimization and system/circuit
co-optimization are compared in this section.
3.2.3.1 Experimental Setting
The setting of the experiments are tabulated in Tab. 3.4. The PDN modeling,
the structure of the DC-DC converter, and the DVFS algorithm are the same as the
setting of single core-processor.
3.2.3.2 Results of Co-Optimization
Fig. 3.19 shows the normalized energy consumption of benchmark blackscholes
when two threads are processed on the dual-core processor. As can be seen, the
system-level only optimization does not bring obvious improvement on energy saving.
This is because that the DVFS controller makes decisions according to the condition
of the busier core. As a result, the idle intervals become short and hard to be tracked.
In order to implement ne-grained DVFS, the operative period must be short enough.
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Table 3.4: Experimental Setting of DVFS design for Dual-Core Processor
Circuit Level System Level
Size of PDN 200K Number of Cores 2
On-chip Decaps 200nf ISA ALPHA
Simulator Cadence Spectre L1 I-Cache 32KB
Optimizer APPSPACK [52] L1 D-Cache 32KB
Technology 90nm L2 Cache 128KB
Execution Model Out of order
Working Set see Tab. 3.1
Simulator gem5 [61]
Benchmark PARSEC 2.1 [2]
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Figure 3.19: Normalized energy consumption of benchmark blackscholes. The results
are based on the simulation with two threads processed on two cores respectively.
The technology node is 90nm.
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However, the minimum operative period is constrained by the DC-DC converter's
transition time. Hence, the processor operates at highest frequency most of the time
and thereby the benet of the system-level only optimization is limited.
In contrast with the system-level optimization, the circuit-level optimization can
shorten the transition time through circuit designs. However, the circuit has to
make a trade-o between the power loss and the transition time. The power losses
at certain operating points may increase. If the DVFS policy trends to select these
operating points, the DVFS energy overhead Eover may reduce or even overwhelm
the benet of ne-grained DVFS. As a result, the improvement of energy saving is
limited.
Our proposed strategy can make a trade-o between the ne-grained DVFS and
the power loss of the DC-DC converter. The policy can be optimized to avoid the
operating points with high power loss. Therefore, the energy can be further saved.
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Figure 3.20: Normalized performance of benchmark blackscholes. The results are
based on the simulation with two threads processed on two cores respectively. The
technology node is 90nm.
Fig. 3.20 shows the normalized performance delay of benchmark blackscholes
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when two threads are processed on the dual-core processor. As discussed above, the
processor operates at high-frequency operating points most of time with system-level
only or circuit-level only optimization. Hence, the performance delay is very close
to the reference design. For the proposed strategy, the energy saving mainly comes
from ne-grained DVFS that is based on the trade-o between the energy and the
performance delay. As a result, the performance delay is higher than the other two
strategies.
Fig. 3.21(a) and 3.21(b) respectively show the energy consumption and exe-
cution time of PARSEC benchmarks in the testing set with dierent strategies at
90nm technology node. S-Only Strategy utilized learning policy to balance energy
consumption and performance delay. However, the DVFS controller has to make
decisions based on the busier core for a dual-core processor. The geometric average
energy consumption is only reduce by 4% compared with the reference design. C-
Only strategy uses the same DVFS controller as the reference design. Hence, DVFS
operative cannot be optimized for the workloads. The geometric average energy con-
sumption of C-Only design is reduced by 7% compared with the reference design.
Co-Op Strategy optimizes the circuit-level and system-level designs together. DC-
DC converter transition time and the DVFS operative time are optimized together
for the workloads of dual-core processor. Hence, ner-grain DVFS is applied to the
processor. Compared with system-level only optimization, the geometric average
energy is reduced by 15%. Compared with circuit-level only optimization, the geo-
metric average energy is reduced by 13%. The geometric average performance delay
is increased by 1.5% compared with C-Only design. But compared with S-Only
design, the geometric average performance delay is reduced by 2%.
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Figure 3.21: Normalized total energy consumption and execution time of the dual-
core processor at 90nm technology node. The results are based on the benchmarks
in the testing set. The circuit-level and system-level designs are obtained based on
the training set with S-only, C-only, and Co-Op strategies respectively. The energy
consumption and execution time of the three designs are normalized to the reference
design. The last column shows the geometric average energy/performance of the
benchmarks. (a) Normalized total energy consumption. (b) Normalized execution
time.
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3.2.4 Summary
We analyze the specic trade-os of DVFS for dual-core processor. Our pro-
posed co-optimization ow can be utilized to optimize the global DVFS policy and
the DC-DC converter together. The performance of co-optimization strategy is com-
pared with system-only optimization and circuit-only optimization. Our proposed
strategy reduces energy by 15% and 13% respectively compared with the system-only
optimization and the circuit-only optimization.
3.3 Design of DVFS for Power-Gated Processors
3.3.1 Background
Power gating technique is widely used in modern processors to save leakage con-
sumption. In this section, we discuss the DVFS for power-gated processors. For
a power-gated processor, each local power domain is connected with global power
delivery network through sleep transistors. When the processor is idle, sleep transis-
tors are turned o to reduce the leakage consumption. The DVFS system design of
the power-gated processor is more complex due to the interplay between DVFS and
power gating.
A large body of works has been proposed to improve the performance of power-
gated processor. Some works propose circuit-level solutions to address supply noise
issues. Stepwise turning on of sleep transistors is used in [32] to suppress the rush
current noise. The amount of rush current is controlled through slowing down the
charging process. Delay skewing of sleep transistor is proposed in [33] to avoid
simultaneously turning on a large amount of sleep transistors and reduce the rush
current. Multiple wake-up phases are proposed in [34] to slow down the turning on
procedure until the voltage of the local grid rises high enough. Multiple sleep modes
with dierent sleep depths are proposed in [16, 35] to trade o between wake-up
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penalty and leakage saving.
Some works propose system-level power gating polices to avoid negative energy
saving. As introduced in Chapter 2, the time during which leakage saving of power
gating compensates the energy overhead is the break even time TBE. The leakage
saved by power gating is negative if idle time is shorter than the break even time. In
other words, the energy overhead overwhelms the leakage saving. Timeout policies
are proposed in [67, 68]. In a timeout policy, the processor is turned o if it is idle
for more than a specied timeout period. Predictive policies are proposed in [69, 70].
In a predictive policy, the power gating decision is made as soon as the idle time
arrives. Stochastic policies [38, 71]. These policies model the request arrival and
device power state changes as stochastic processes.
Some existing works discuss the interplay between power and DVFS [24, 62].
However, this discussion focuses on the policy level. The cross-layer interaction can
signicantly inuence the comprehensive performance of a power-gated processor.
3.3.2 Circuit-Level Design
Besides the DC-DC converter, the power-gated PDN is another circuit-level de-
sign component. Typical power-gated PDN designs presented in Fig. 3.4 are utilized
for the discussion and analysis in this chapter.
For a power-gated PDN design, the main trade-o is between power integrity
and power eciency. The superposition of switching noise and rush current noise
should be controlled under the maximum tolerable voltage drop in order to meet
the power integrity requirement. Switching noise is suppressed through local decaps
while rush current noise is controlled by slowing down the turn-on procedure. The
turn-on time determines the eciency of power gating. First, long turn-on time
increases the delay of power gating. In addition, leakage power is consumed during
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the turn-on procedure and thereby energy overhead increases. More details of the
design trade-os are discussed in Chapter 2.1.2.
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Figure 3.22: Flowchart of static timeout power gating policy. Tidle is the idle time.
Tout is the timeout parameter.
3.3.3 System-Level Design
Besides the DVFS controller, the power gating controller is another design com-
ponent at the system level. In this dissertation, we employ a static timeout policy to
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control the power gating procedure as shown in Fig. 3.22. A static timeout policy is
parameterized by the timeout parameter Tout. A long idle time starts after one task
is completed by the processor. Power gating is not launched as soon as the processor
falls idle. The processor keeps standby before Tidle > Tout. During this procedure,
the processor keeps consuming leakage power. The processor is turned o when it
remains idle for more than Tout time (Tidle > Tout). Before a new task request ar-
rives, the processor keeps asleep for leakage saving. The processor is turned on again
when a new task requests processing. Through using the static timeout power gating
policy, power gating cannot be launched for short idle periods. In this case, negative
energy saving of power gating is avoided to some extent.
For a static timeout power gating controller, the main trade-o is between leak-
age saving and energy overhead. On one hand, power gating with a small timeout
parameter can reduce the leakage energy consumed during the standby state. But
there exits a high risk of negative energy saving at the same time. The power gating
may be launched even if the idle interval is shorter than the break even time. As a
result, the net energy saved by power gating is negative. On the other hand, a large
timeout parameter can reduce potential risk of negative energy saving. However, the
leakage consumption during standby state increases and the opportunities of power
gating may be dramatically reduced. Therefore, the power gating controller design
has to balance between opportunities and risks in order to maximum energy saving.
3.3.4 Opportunities of Circuit/System Co-optimization
Fig. 3.23 shows the interplay between DVFS and power gating. After one task is
completed, the processor is idle before the next task arrives. Power gating is usually
applied to the idle interval to save the leakage consumption. The length of the idle
interval highly depends on the DVFS policy. If the DVFS controller selects low-
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Figure 3.23: Interplay between DVFS and power gating. (a) The processor operates
at low-frequency operating points and the idle time for power gating is shortened.
(b) The processor operates at high-frequency operating points and the idle time for
power gating is extended. (c) Energy consumption comparison between (a) and (b).
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frequency operating points, the execution time will be extended and thereby the idle
interval will be shortened as shown in Fig. 3.23(a). In this case, the DVFS saves
the dynamic energy at a cost of leakage energy growth. The total energy consumed
is E0 + E1 as shown in Fig. 3.23(c). If the DVFS controller selects high-frequency
operating points, the execution time will be shortened and thereby the idle interval
will be extended as shown in Fig. 3.23(a). As a result, dynamic energy increases
and static energy decreases. The total energy consumed is E0 +E2 as shown in Fig.
3.23(c). The optimal balance between power gating and DVFS highly depends on
the ratio of static power to dynamic power. If dynamic power is dominant, dynamic
power can be signicantly scaling down through DVFS and thereby E1 < E2. In
this case, DVFS should take up most of execution time as shown in Fig. 3.23(a). If
static power is dominant, E1 can not be reduced signicantly by DVFS. In contrast,
E1 may increase with the execution time and thereby E1 > E2. In this case, power
gating should be the dominant power management method as shown in Fig. 3.23(b).
Before the technology scaled down to the nanometer scale, the dynamic power
was much higher than the static power. Hence, the DVFS played an dominant role
in the power management as shown in Fig. 3.23(a). As the technology scales down,
the static power becomes a signicant portion of total chip power [5]. In this case, as
shown in Fig. 3.23(b), operating at high-frequency operating points may be better for
energy saving [72]. The trade-o between DVFS and power gating can be balanced
through the system-level optimization. However, system-only optimization has its
limitations. For example, if static power is dominant, the DVFS controller may
employ high-frequency operating points in order to shorten DVFS operative time.
Without circuit-level considerations, the DC-DC converter may have high power loss
at high-frequency operating points and the total power may increase instead of being
reduced.
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Obviously, separated system-level or circuit-level design may lead to non-optimal
designs. Our proposed cross-layer co-optimization method can be used to design the
controller and the DC-DC converter together.
3.3.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the results of DVFS for a dual-core processor at dif-
ferent technology nodes. The system-level only optimization, circuit-level only opti-
mization and system/circuit co-optimization are compared in this section.
3.3.5.1 Experimental Setting
The setting of the experiments are given in Tab. 3.5. The structure of the DC-DC
converter is shown in Fig. 3.2(a). The DVFS policy is given by Alg. 1. The DVFS on-
line learning controller and energy/performance calculator are implemented by C++.
The circuit-level and global optimizers are implemented by a nonlinear optimization
problem solver APPSPACK (Asynchronous Parallel Pattern Search Package) [52].
The training set and testing set are the same as mention in Chapter 3.1.6.1.
Table 3.5: Experimental Setting of DVFS design for Power-Gated Processor
Circuit Level System Level
Size of PDN 200K Number of Cores 1
On-chip Decaps 200nf ISA ALPHA
Simulator Cadence Spectre L1 I-Cache 32KB
Optimizer APPSPACK [52] L1 D-Cache 32KB
Technology 90nm L2 Cache 128KB
Turn-On Time 1000ns Execution Model Out of order
Working Set see Tab. 3.1
Simulator gem5 [61]
Benchmark PARSEC 2.1 [2]
Timeout Parameter 1K Core Cycles1
1 processor operates at maximum frequency
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3.3.5.2 Results of Co-Optimization at 90nm Technology Node
Fig. 3.24(a) and 3.24(b) respectively show the energy consumption and execu-
tion time of SPARC benchmarks in the testing set with dierent strategies at 90nm
technology node. Both system-level only optimization and circuit-level only opti-
mization reduce the total energy consumptions compared with the reference design.
The energy saving of the system-level only optimization mainly comes from the bal-
ance between DVFS and power gating. However, the DC-DC converter design is
same as the reference design. The DC-DC converter may have a high power loss at
the frequently selected operating points. Hence, the DVFS energy overhead limits
the energy saving of system-level only optimization. For circuit-level only optimiza-
tion, the energy is mainly saved through reducing the power loss of the DC-DC
converter. However, without system-level considerations, the DC-DC converter may
have high power loss at frequently selected operating points and thereby the to-
tal energy consumption my increase. Our proposed co-optimization strategy takes
both system-level and circuit-level trade-os into consideration. Compared with the
system-level only optimization, the geometric average energy of the co-optimization
is reduced by 15% and the performance delay is reduced by 4%. Compared with the
circuit-level only optimization, the geometric average energy of the co-optimization
is reduced by 9%.
3.3.5.3 Results of Co-Optimization at Advanced Technology Node
As technology scales down, static power gradually becomes the dominant compo-
nent in the total energy consumption of VLSI circuits. Hence, the DVFS controller
tends to select higher-frequency operating points in order to enter the sleep mode
quickly.
Fig. 3.25(a) and 3.25(b) respectively show the energy consumption and execu-
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(b)
Figure 3.24: Normalized total energy consumption and execution time of power-
gated processor at 90nm technology node. The results are based on the benchmarks
in the testing set. The circuit-level and system-level designs are obtained based on
the training set with S-only, C-only, and Co-Op strategies respectively. The energy
consumption and execution time of the three designs are normalized to the reference
design. The last column shows the geometric average energy/performance of the
benchmarks. (a) Normalized total energy consumption. (b) Normalized execution
time.
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(b)
Figure 3.25: Normalized total energy consumption and execution time of power-
gated processor at 45nm technology node. The results are based on the benchmarks
in the testing set. The circuit-level and system-level designs are obtained based on
the training set with S-only, C-only, and Co-Op strategies respectively. The energy
consumption and execution time of the three designs are normalized to the reference
design. The last column shows the geometric average energy/performance of the
benchmarks. (a) Normalized total energy consumption. (b) Normalized execution
time.
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tion time of SPARC benchmarks in the testing set with dierent strategies at 45nm
technology node. All of them tends to select high-frequency operating points. Hence,
the performance delays of them are very similar to each other. For system-level only
optimization, the power loss of the DC-DC converter is not considered. The large
power loss at high-frequency operating point leads to additional energy consumption.
For circuit-level only optimization, the DC-DC converter is optimized to minimize
its largest power loss that may not appear at high-frequency operating points. As
a result, the system may consume lots of energy at high-frequency operating points
that are frequently selected by the DVFS controller. Our proposed co-optimization
strategy takes both system-level and circuit-level trade-os into consideration. Com-
pared with the system-level only optimization, the geometric average energy of the
co-optimization is reduced by 21%. Compared with the circuit-level only optimiza-
tion, the geometric average energy of the co-optimization is reduced by 11%.
Fig. 3.26(a) and 3.26(b) respectively show the energy consumption and execution
time of SPARC benchmarks in the testing set with dierent strategies at 22nm tech-
nology node. The performance delays of them are very similar since all of them tends
to select high voltage/freqeuency operating points. Our proposed co-optimization
strategy takes both system-level and circuit-level trade-os into consideration. Com-
pared with the system-level only optimization, the geometric average energy of the
co-optimization is reduced by 23%. Compared with the circuit-level only optimiza-
tion, the geometric average energy of the co-optimization is reduced by 15%.
3.3.6 Summary
We analyze the specic trade-os of DVFS for power-gated processor. Our pro-
posed co-optimization ow can be utilized to optimize the DVFS policy and the
DC-DC converter together. The performance of co-optimization strategy is com-
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Figure 3.26: Normalized total energy consumption and execution time of power-
gated processor at 45nm technology node. The results are based on the benchmarks
in the testing set. The circuit-level and system-level designs are obtained based on
the training set with S-only, C-only, and Co-Op strategies respectively. The energy
consumption and execution time of the three designs are normalized to the reference
design. The last column shows the geometric average energy/performance of the
benchmarks. (a) Normalized total energy consumption. (b) Normalized execution
time.
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pared with system-only optimization and circuit-only optimization.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
4.1 Conclusions
This dissertation presents new design strategies and approaches to address design
issues associated with power gating and DVFS.
For the power-gated PDN deigns, on-chip decoupling strategies are presented.
The interactions between switching noise, rush current noise, and leakage saving are
the main design challenges in power-gated PDN with single supply voltage. Global
decaps are rstly proposed to suppress rush current noise. Global decaps provide part
of rush current during the wake-up procedure and thereby reduce the rush current
noise. With the application of global decaps, the power gating technique saves more
leakage since the interaction between turn-on time and rush current noise is relaxed.
However, the on-chip white space for decoupling capacitors is expensive and limited.
The PDN design has to trade o between switching noise and rush current noise if the
total decap budget is very tight. In this case, it is very hard to meet the requirements
of power eciency and power integrity at the same time. Re-routable decaps are
proposed to address this problem. Re-routable decaps can provide dierent functions
through two controlled switches. First, re-routable decaps can act as local decaps
to suppress the switching noise when the local grid is active. Second, re-routable
decaps can act as global decaps through routing to the global VDD grid when the
local grid is turned o. The charges of re-routable decaps are preserved since they
are connected to the global grid during the idle time. Hence, they generate smaller
rush current noise than same amount of local decaps. Therefore, both switching
noise and rush current noise can be suppressed by re-routable decaps. Leakage
saving is signicantly increased through utilization of re-routable decaps. Besides
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the interaction between power eciency and power integrity, trade-o variation is
another challenge for power-gated PDN with multiple supply voltages. Dierent
decap congurations are required at dierent supply voltage levels. A exible decap
strategy based upon use of re-routable decaps is proposed to address varying design
tradeos at dierent voltage levels. In the strategy, re-routable decaps are partitioned
into two groups to generate exible congurations. At the lower supply voltage, the
re-routable decaps of one group act as normal re-routable decaps while the ones of the
other group act as the global decaps to enhance the rush current noise suppression.
The optimal design can be achieved at both supply voltage levels with the proposed
strategy.
For the DVFS system designs, system-level and circuit-level cross-layer co-optimization
strategy is presented. Separate system-level or circuit-level optimization deal with
the design trade-os at each level. The interaction between the DC-DC converter
and the DVFS controller cannot be considered by system-level only or circuit-level
only optimization. However, the cross-layer trade-os signicantly inuences the
comprehensive performance of the DVFS system. A two-step co-optimization ow
is proposed to take both intra-layer and cross-layer trade-os into consideration. In
the rst step, we optimize the design of the DC-DC converter for power loss, out-
put voltage transition time, and area overhead. A pareto-optimal surface of the
DC-DC converter designs is created for the next step. In the second step, system-
level simulation is launched to generates a series of CPU usages based on the given
DVFS operative periods. The online learning DVFS controller generates a series of
operating points according to the CPU usages. Based on the operating points and
the power loss of the DC-DC converter, the total energy and execution time are
calculated. The global optimizer tunes circuit-level converter designs and system-
level learning parameters to nd the optimal DVFS policy and the optimal DC-DC
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converter design. The proposed design strategy is evaluated based on single-core
processors, dual-core processors with global DVFS, and power-gated processors with
DVFS respectively. Our study shows that the co-optimization of DVFS policies
and the DC-DC converter can lead to noticeable additional energy saving without
signicant performance degradation.
4.2 Future Work
First, re-routable decaps have great application value for VLSI circuits with mul-
tiple power-gated domains. The percentage of chips that is idle or signicantly
underclocked (dark silicon) increases as the VLSI technology scales down. In con-
ventional power-gated power delivery networks, the decap conguration cannot be
changed after design procedure. In this case, a huge amount of decaps is in standby
most of the time. It is a colossal waste of on-chip white space. To address this
problem, re-routable decaps provide a solution for decap reuse. When a local power
domain is turned o, re-routable decaps of the local domain can be routed to other
domains for reuse. The white space can be eectively saved by the utilization of
re-routable decaps. More design issues emerge with the decap reuse among dier-
ent power domains. For example, it is a critical challenge to re-route the decaps to
track the workload variations. The time-variant workloads of distinct power domains
are dierent from each other. As a result, supply noise condition remarkably varies
with time. The key point of reuse is to route the decaps to the hot spots (domains
with large voltage drop). Hence, it is important to track the variation and make
corresponding routing actions in real time. The balance among reuse eciency, area
overhead, and power integrity is another design challenge. The eciency of reuse is
determined by the number of domains sharing the decaps. However, long-distance
re-routing may bring large voltage drop and area overhead. Therefore, the design
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has to trade o between these design concerns.
Second, cross-layer co-optimization can be further developed for future DVFS
designs. More circuit blocks can be taken into consideration besides the DC-DC
converters. For example, for a power-gated processor with DVFS, the design of
entire power delivery network can be taken into the co-optimization ow. On one
hand, the control circuits of sleep transistors, decap allocation, and decap budget are
all circuit level design parameters that can be optimized to trade o between supply
noises and leakage consumption. On the other hand, the leakage saved through
power gating directly inuences the DVFS policy. Hence, the power delivery network
and the DVFS controller can be optimized together to improve the comprehensive
performance.
Finally, cross-layer co-optimization for special DVFS applications is another fu-
ture direction. For example, DVFS for devices powered by solar energy can be more
complex. Solar energy is may be converted to electrical energy though a photovoltaic
panel. A DC-DC converter can be then used to convert the photovoltaic panel's out-
put voltage to the desired power supply voltages of various operating points. On one
hand, solar energy may not be stable due to the outdoor environment. Hence, the
power loss of the DC-DC converter varies with environment signicantly. Without
considering the variation of the environment and power loss, the DVFS controller
may provide sub-optimal operating points for the processor. On the other hand, the
energy overhead of the DC-DC converter cannot be optimized in the entire range of
operating points. Hence, separate system-level optimization may also lead to sub-
optimal performance without considering the DVFS policy. The energy consumption
is an even more dominant concern of solar supply devices. Therefore, system-level
and circuit-level co-optimization is more important for such special applications.
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